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THE CORE VISION
OF STATE GOVERNMENT
The Commission on Reform and Efficiency envisions a Minnesota state government that
is mission driven, oriented toward quality outcomes, efficient, responsive to clients, and
respectful of all stakeholders. These goals are defined below.

Mission driven
State government will have clead y defined purposes and internal organizational structures
that support the achievement of those aims.

Oriented toward quality outcomes
State government will provide quality services. It will focus its human, technical, and
financial resources on producing measurable results. Success will be measured by actual
outcomes rather than processes performed or dollars spent.

Efficient
State government will be cost-conscious. It will be organized so that outcomes are
achieved with the least amount of input. Structures will be flexible and responsive to
changes in the social, economic, and technological environments. There will be minimal
duplication of services and adequate communication between units. Competition will be
fostered. Appropriate delivery mechanisms will be used.

Responsive to clients
State government services will be designed with the customer in mind. Services will be
accessible, located conveniently, and provided in a timely manner, and customers will
clearly understand legal requirements. Employees will be rewarded for being responsive
and respectful. Bureaucratic approvals and forms wj(} be minimized.

Respectful of stakeholders
State government will be sensitive to the needs of all stakeholders in providing services.
It will recognize the importance of respecting "and cultivating employees. It will foster
cooperative relationships with local units of government, and nonprofit and business
sectors. It will provide services in the spirit of assisting individual clients and serving the
broader public interest.
-
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
\

he state government budgeting and financial management system fails in .several
crucial ways to meet the CORE vision of state government as mission-driven,
oriented toward quality outcomes, efficient, responsive to clients, and respectful
of stakeholders. The system is flawed in that:

T

. I

I

I

•

Instead ofbeing mission driven, state budgets are driven by how much money was
spent in the past. An agency's budget is based on what it has spent, not on what
should be spent, to accomplish its mission. Decision makers tend to focus on the
budget changes requested by an agency; they do not closely examine the overall
level of funding for the mission of the program or agency.

•

Instead of being oriented to quality outcomes, the emphasis is on inputs. Most
budget documentation focuses on how much was spent, not on what was accomplished.

I

•

Instead of encouraging ljficiency, the system encourages managers to spend as
much as they can. Any balance left in a program's account at the end of the fiscal
year usually is returned to the fund from which it was allocated. As a result,
program managers will spend as much of the appropriation as they can by the end .
of the fiscal year, regardless of the need to use those funds.

~

•

Instead ofencouraging innovations that meet emerging needs, the system rewards
"business as usual." Existing programs receive base-level funding regardless of
their effectiveness. New programs have to be specifically authorized to receive any
funding. Managers do not have the flexibility to move funds from a program that
is not successful to an innovation designed to achieve the same goal.

•

Instead ofgetting the irrfonnation they need to make tough choices, the legislature
and the governor are flooded with financial statistics. The system now gives policy
makers budgets that focus on such activities as travel or administration instead of
programs. This can cause them to base their decisions on how much an agency
spends on a program, rather than on the program's outcomes.

,I

I
I

I
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Budgeting system
Seeking to address these differences, CORE examined budgeting systems that emphasize
accountability for results instead of controls over inputs. It found that a performancebased budgeting system offers the greatest potential for improving the state's system.

2

Perfonnance-based budgeting relates resource allocation decisions to measures ofprogram
perfonnance.
To evaluate the potential for implementing performance-based budgeting in Minnesota
state government, CORE conducted case studies in two state agencies and one program:
the Office of Waste Management, the Community College System, and the Department
of Transportation's State Road Construction Program.
CORE found that useful data is already being collected, but it is not always configured
in a way that makes it useful for measuring outcomes. Efficiency and output measures
are easily produced, but outcome measures are more difficult to collect.

I
1

[~

A perfonnance-based budgeting system would provide improved accountability
information and increased efficiency. Some challenges remain to creating an effective
performance-based budgeting system, including trust issues, existing norms of behavior,
time investment, and data measurement.

Control mechanisms
r ;

The current financial management system is crippled by an abundance of controls. These
financial controls make for a slow, expensive bureaucracy hindering managers' ability to
implement efficient programs. To be effective, managers need flexibility to allocate
resources where they are needed most. The current environment limits managerial
incentives with controls that deal only with inputs because elected officials have no other
means to gauge the performance of an agency.
Problematic controls include:
•

The ((use it or lose it" paradox. Created by the budgeting system, this reduces the
incentives to improve program efficiencies and savings by returning all savings
resulting from efficiency gains to the fund out of which the program was financed.

•

Legal levels of budgetary control. These controls ensure close legislative
monitoring of expenditures within specific programs by restricting spending to the
categories for which the monies were approved. If those programs do not require
all the funds, however, a complicated and time-consuming process must be used
to shift the money elsewhere.

•

Restrictions on transfers. Virtually all transfers must be approved by the Department of Finance in a lengthy, unnecessary process that wastes managers' time and
energy.

f

3

•

Complement control. This mechanism attempts to set limits on an agency's
complement of full-time employees. The complement figures, however, are often
inaccurate and restrict a manager's ability to make intelligent staffing decisions.

A performance-based budgeting system would decrease the need for many of these
financial controls by providing information on the performance of a program. Decision
makers would then be able to evaluate a program based on the outcomes it achieves and
not just on its financial statistics.

Recommendations
•

The state should adopt a fully pelj'onnance-based budgeting system for resource
allocation.

•

The pelj'onnance-based budgeting process should begin broadly with identification
ofstatepriorities and agenq strategicplanning, then be continually narrowed down

to speciji£ pelj'onnance indicators.
CORE recommends a five-step approach to implementing a performance-based
budgeting system:

I

I

I
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1.

Identify statewide priorities

2.

Complete a strategic plan

3.

Create operational objectives

4.

Develop performance indicators

5.

Incorporate budgetary issues

The state should select a single contractor to provide assistance on afee-for-service

{I

•

i

•

The concept ofpelj'onnance-based budgeting should be used across the entire state
budget, including grants and aid and educational systems.

•

Agencies should be pennitted to carry f01Ward any savings from the end of one
fiscal year into the next. Monies could also be carried f01Ward into the next
bienniwn but would have to be spent by the end of the first fiscal year of that
bienniwn.

•

Monies carriedfOlWard must be usedfor investments that enhance the ejficienq or
improve the effectiveness of the program. lrifonnation would be provided to the

basis to help state agencies with the pelj'onnance budgeting process.

4

Department ofFinance and the chairs ofthe appropriate legislative committees after
savings are spent to show where the money YVent and document the results ofthat
expenditure.
•

The legiskuure should evaluate the existing stn«:ture of legal levels of budgetary
control to eliminate any levels that may no longer be needed.

•

Legislation should be drqfted that will encourage the inclusion of peifonnance
indicators in legislation and rules wherever possible, instead ofadditional levels of
control for program monitoring.

•

The transfer process for inteifund transfers should remain the same.

•

Agencies should be pennitted to transfer monies betrveenprograms within the same
They would injonn the Department ofFinance and the
chairs ofthe appropriate legislative committees ofthe transfer once it is completed.

fimd without authorization.
•

All agencies should be given standard transfer authority in statute.

•

The complement control system should be replaced with a system ofquLlrterly jUlltime equivalent reporting, already available through the state payroll system, and
used yearly to submit statewide employment counts to the U. S. Department of
Commerce for a nationwide comparison ofpublic employment.

I
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INTRODUCTION

I
In government, the most impoJtant lever - the system that drives behavior
most poweifully - is the budget. Most managers "WOrk in government, qfter
all, not to enrich themselves but to have some positive impact on their
community. 11wt opportunity is available only to the degree that they can get
control over resources. 1
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Purpose of the CORE project
The pwpose of the CORE Budgeting and Financial Management Project was to
recommend changes in the budget process that:
•

create incentives for efficiency and service delivery improvement;

•

encourage agencies to evaluate existing programs and detennine if those programs
are the best means for meeting the needs of target populations; and

•

retain needed gubernatorial and legislative control over agency budgets and activities.

Problem identification
To identify the problems of the existing system, a series of interviews and focus groups
was conducted with 76 state managers, 21 CORE commissioners, 43 legislators, 30
agency budget directors, and the Budget Division of the Department of Finance in the
spring and summer of 1992.
Several specific issues emerged in this process. Some of those consistently cited were:

•

"Use it or lose it"paradox. If managers save money in their program, such unspent
funds are removed from the program's budget at the end of the fiscal year, and the
manager's base budget allocation for the following year may be reduced by that
amount. This creates a disincentive for managers to save money or improve program
efficiency because they are penalized for not spending all of the money they are
allocated.

,l
I
\

IDavid Osborne and Ted Gaebler, Reinventing Government (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wellesley,
1992), p. 161.
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•

Focus on inputs. The budget process focuses on how much money is spent in a
program and involves little or no infonnation about what the program has done or
what it has produced.

•

No link to strategic planning or critical issues. The focus on a base budget provides
no incentive to change or design programs to respond to new issues or policy
directions that come out of agency strategic planning initiatives, legislative mandates,
or social changes. In fact, if an agency does recommend eliminating an existing base
program to implement a new one, it takes the risk of losing both the existing and the
proposed programs. On the other hand, if specific items in the base are not
highlighted by the agency or the Department of Finance, they will likely not be
examined at all in the budget process.

•

Limited irifonnationfor legislative decision making. Legislators are effectively limited
in their decision making because they are given activity rather than program-level
budgets and very little information about program performance or results. Decisions
are often made regarding specific activities, such as travel and administration'
expenditures, without those costs being linked to broader program expenses, such
as general assistance or state parks programs. Some managers perceive this as
legislative mistrust of their work. However, this type of decision making, rather than
a broader, more performance-based evaluation of activity, is encouraged by the kind
of information that has historically been presented in the budget.

•

Program accountability. Elected officials are not given the best information to make

well informed resource allocation decisions. The governor and the legislature
regularly receive information on inputs, such as how a program spends its money
and how many employees are working on it, but they are seldom informed about
outcomes, which hinders their ability to prioritize spending.

Project work plan and methods
In an attempt to address as many of the budget system's problems as possible, CORE
examined the budget processes of other states and the private sector, along with previous
budget reform efforts in Minnesota, and identified components of an effective budgeting
model, which CORE then implemented in three case studies.
Based on the case studies and further discussions with stakeholders, CORE identified

barriers to using the performance-based budgeting model and recommended changes to
eliminate them.

7

Project participants
Advisory committee
Because the budget process affects everyone in state government, an advisory committee
for the project was created to ensure regular input from these stakeholders. The
committee consisted of five state agency budget directors and managers, two representatives of the Department of Finance's Budget Division, and two fiscal analysts each from
the Minnesota House and Senate. The membership list is in Appendix A.
CORE staff met monthly with advisory committee members to update them on the
progress of the project and receive their input on the data collection and recommendations.

Department of Finance
CORE worked closely with the Department of Finance, and its Budget Division was
represented on the advisory committee. In addition, CORE staff met several times with
the executive budget officers working with the two agencies and one program involved
in the case studies, and monthly meetings were held with the state budget director to
apprise her of project developments.

State managers
CORE staff met with the Council of Managers to provide regular project updates and
held focus group sessions with a subcommittee of the council to receive further input on
budgetary and financial management issues.
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BACKGROUND
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Ifpolitics is regarded in part as corifliet over whose preferences shallprevail in
the detennination of. . . policy, then the budget records the outcome of the
stmggle. 2

,1

The budget as a resource allocation tool

,I

I

I
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As resources are becoming tighter and the demand for services is increasing, the public
is calling for greater accountability in government. Citizens want proof that programs will
be effective before they are willing to invest in them, and they want to be assured that
policies will be discontinued if they fail.
The budget is the primary accountability tool used by agency managers, the governor,
and the legislature. However, the budget form as used in 1992 is not an effective accountability tool. The information provided to the governor and the legislature is primarily
.financial, with little data relating to outcomes. Decision makers generally receive
information from the statewide accounting system on how much a program is spending
on salaries vs. how much it is spending on supplies and equipment. This type of
information does not allow them to closely monitor program performance. "The majority
oflegislators and public executives have no idea which programs they fund are successful
and which are failing. When they cut budgets, they have no idea whether they are cutting
muscle or fat. Lacking objective information on outcomes, they make their decisions
largely on political considerations. ,,3

I

Evolution of budget structure

, 1

Budgeting is the procedure used for allocating the state's finite resources, which may be
abundant or scarce in any given year. It is a crucial element for planning what services
will be delivered, how, and at what cost.

I

A budget is not only a document, it is a decision-making mechanism. The structure of
the budget sets the agenda for budgetary discussions. It can emphasize inputs or outputs
and financial control or planning and evaluation.

I

2Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics ofthe Budgetary Process (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1964),
p.4.
30sbome and Gaebler, 1992, p. 147.
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Early models of budgeting stressed control. Control refers to the process of both
enforcing the limitations and conditions set forth in the budget and securing compliance
with the spending restrictions imposed by central authorities. To achieve this type of
control, budgeting and financial management systems emphasized means rather than ends;
they used resource inputs and organizational structures as the basis for categorizing
financial activities and for reporting. 4
line-item budgeting is the format most often used to emphasize control. It focuses on
expenses, such as wages, supplies, equipment. Gubernatorial and legislative budget
officials usually review what was spent in the last budget cycle and then question the
requested changes for the new budget. This format provides no information about the
quantity or quality of goods and services produced by the appropriation, the efficiency or
effectiveness of a department's service delivery, alternatives, or uncontrollable expenditures. s
Over time, decision makers have shifted from an interest only in exercising fiscal control
to obtaining program results. In other words, the focus of budgets has changed from
control to management efficiency and program planning. Program budgeting has been
commonly used since the rnid- to late 1970s to focus more broadly on the delivery of
program services, rather than on detailed line-item expenditures. Program-based budgets
are designed to focus more on programs and program elements, which represent the
major activities for which funds are to be spent. This format permits managers, agency
heads, and elected officials to judge the appropriate amount of resources that should be
devoted to each activity and hence the emphasis to be given to that activity.

I
I
t

Minnesota's budget system
Minnesota used a line-item budget format until Fiscal Year 1974. At that time, the
Budget Analysis Division of the Department of Administration (the precursor to the
Department of Finance Budget Division) issued instructions changing the budget process
from line-item budgeting to a modified program-budgeting system. The modified program
budget includes more focused activity, as well as program-level, expenditure data, but it
does not include any specific line items. This basic structure is still used.
Many of the financial controls essential for developing a line-item budget were left in
place, even though they are less necessary in a program-based budget format. Some of
these controls include the "use it or lose it" paradox, legal levels of budgetary control,
restrictions on transfers, and complement control.

4Kenneth S. Howard, Changing State Budgeting (Lexington, Ky.: Council of State Governments,
1973), p. 21.
SSusan MacManus, "Why Budget Formats Make a Difference," Urban Fiscal Leader, July/August
1986, p. 1.
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CORE VISION FOR BUDGETING:
PERFORMANCE-BASED
BUDGETING

:I
,I

,I

Public entrepreneurs know that when institutions are fimded according to inputs,
they have little reason to strive for better peifonnance. But when they are
.funded according to outcomes, they become obsessive about peifonnance. 6

,I
!
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Vision methodology
CORE chose to examine an "ideal" state budgeting system for comparative purposes.
This system - performance-based budgeting - was the most consistent with CORE's
vision of state government as:
•
•
•
•
•

I
,I

'l
,I

Mission-driven;
Oriented toward quality outcomes;
Efficient;
Responsive to clients; and
Respectful of stakeholders.

Definition of performance-based budgeting
Performance-based budgeting "is a means ofjudging policies and programs by measuring
their outcomes or results against agreed upon standards. A perfonnance [budgeting]
system provides the framework for measuring outcomes - not merely processes or
workloads - and organizes the information so that it can be used effectively by political
leaders, policy .makers, and program managers.,,7

I
I
I

60sborne and Gaebler, 1992, p. 139.
7Jack

Brizius and Michael Campbell, Getting Results: A Guide for Government Accountability
(Washington, D.C.: Council of Governors' Policy Advisors, 1991), p. 13.
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CORE vision - implications for the budget
Significant differences exist between the current budgeting system and a budgeting system
that meets CORE's vision for state government. The flaws in the system are:

•

Instead ofbeing mission-driven, state budgets are driven by how much money was
spent in the past. An agency's budget is based on what has been spent, not on what
should be spent, to accomplish its mission. The governor and the legislature tend to
focus on the budget changes requested by an agency. The overall level of funding
for the mission of the program or agency is not closely examined.

•

Instead ofbeing oriented to quality outcomes, agencies concentrate on inputs. Most

I

I
I

I
l,

budget documentation focuses on how much was spent, not on what was accomplished.
1

•

Instead ofencouraging efficiency, the system encourages managers to spend as much
as they can. In most cases, any balance left in a program's account at the end of the
fiscal year is returned to the fund from which it was allocated. As a result, program
managers will spend as much of the appropriation as they can by the end of the
fiscal year, regardless of the need to use those funds.

•

Instead of encouraging innovations that meet emerging needs, the system rewards
"business as usual." Financial controls affect the amount of flexibility program
managers have to implement efficient programs. Program managers are usually the
people most capable of knowing the needs of their program or customers. Restricting
their flexibility inevitably leads to wastefulness because a better method of
accomplishing the same goal would be against the rules.

•

I

I'

I
!

Instead ofgetting the irifonnation they need to make the tough choices, the legislature
and the governor are flooded with financial statistics. The system now gives policy
makers budgets that focus on such activities as travel or administration instead of
programs. This can make them base their decisions on how much an agency spends
on a program, rather than on the outcomes of the program.

I,

The primary differences between the current budgeting system and the proposed
performance-based budgeting system can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Budget System Comparison
Current Budgeting System

Ideal Budgeting System

Driven by prior budgetary spending

Mission-driven

Concentrates on inputs

Oriented toward quality outcomes

Encourages managers to spend as much as
they can

Encourages managers to be efficient

Rewards "business as usual"

Rewards successful innovations

Provides financial data to decision makers

Provides outcome and input data to
decision makers

j

I
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Use of performance..based budgeting
Performance-based budgeting is not a new idea. Several states have used aspects of this
system. In fact, Minnesota has used performance-based budgeting to some degree in the
past.

Other states' experience with performance-based budgeting
1
I

I
I

Iowa - Iowa's performance-based budgeting system incorporates a scanning network,
strategic planning, operational planning, and results management.
The scanning network is fueled by a scanning committee, representing all departments,
that identifies issues of concern to the state. These issues are shared with state policy
makers.

,I

Interagency meetings are also held to identify statewide critical issues and strategies to
resolve them. Agencies then prepare strategies, determine long-term objectives, and
develop a strategic plan that prioritizes issues and strategies.

1

Operational planning involves agencies determining the key result areas and operational
objectives and developing action plans. Results management is accomplished by agencies
evaluating key outcomes and regularly issuing performance reports. Based on these, corrections needed to improve measures or performance are made. 8

i

1

)

I
I

8Patrick Cavanaugh and Gretchen Tegler, Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement: The
Iowa Model. Paper presented to the National Association of State Budget Officers spring meeting,
April 11, 1992.
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Oregon - In Oregon, agencies develop measurable performance standards called
benchmarks. These benchmarks place priority on: 1) measuring results rather than inputs;
2) using efficiency and effectiveness measures; and 3) measuring group performance
rather than individual performance. Two kinds of benchmarks are used: lead benchmarks,
which are related to urgent problems in which progress should be made within five years;
and key benchmarks, which relate to enduring and fundamental problems that will be
measured over the long tenIl;. 9
Agencies are required to reduce their general fund base budget to 80 percent of their
current level. They can recapture an additional 10 percent of their current base if they can
justify it through their benchmarks. lO

Texas - Starting in 1993, Texas state agencies will be required to develop performancebased budgets and submit a six-year strategic plan with their biennial budget requests.
Performance indicators initially are developed by each agency and evaluated jointly by
budget officers and the legislature for quality and appropriateness and to make any
necessary changes. 11

Lessons learned
Several lessons can be learned from these states' experiences:
•

Performance-based budgeting initially raised the expectations of program managers,
who expected to receive more funds for improving performance, but no additional
money was available, due to severe fiscal constraints.

•

In early efforts at performance-based budgeting, not all state agencies were willing

or able to comply. Many agencies needed help in developing performance-based
budgets.
•

Lack of legislative involvement impedes budget reforms. Legislative support is
needed to effect changes in how resources are allocated.

•

Attempting to implement a performance-based budgeting system too quickly or with
inadequate preparation for the stakeholders may result in an ineffective system.

90regon Progress Board, Oregon Benchmarks: Report to the Legislature (Salem: Oregon Progress
Board, January 1991).
IOOregon Executive Department, 1993-1994 Budget Instructions (Salem: Oregon Executive
Department, May 1992).
llLawrence F. Alwin, Accurate and Appropriate Performance Measures Are the Foundation of
Tomorrow's Texas (Austin, Texas: State Auditor's Office, February 1992).

I
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Private-sector approaches to performance management

,I
I

I

I

Perfonnance management is spreading in the private sector as well. Among the
companies using this approach are Xerox Corp., Nordstrom's, United Parcel Service, and
Citicorp. Companies such as these have found that by improving service quality and
productivity, they can increase demand for their products or services and avoid painful
cost-eutting measures. 12
The characteristics of performance management in the private sector include:

•

made delivering quality to their customers a top priority.

I
•

I

r

•

•

I
I

I
,I

Peifonnance measurements as an integral pan of the evaluation process. Performance measurements are used to identify areas that need improvement. Measurements are taken of product quality and of customer satisfaction.

1

I

Active management involvement in the development ofpeifonnance management
systems. Management leadership is critical for the successful implementation of a
performance management system. Chief executive officers often initiate performance
improvement processes as a result of competitive pressures. Senior managers
demonstrate their commitment to perfonnance improvement through their daily
activities, their attention to performance indicators, and their promotion of an open
corporate culture.

I
1

Attention focused on customer satisfaction. Companies using this approach have

Employee involvement. Companies try to create an awareness of the importance of
each employee's responsibility in ensuring quality outcomes. Employee involvement
is promoted through human resources management practices that show respect for
employees' well-being and abilities and through ongoing training in the use of
performance measures. 13

Perfonnanee-based management systems have been successful in the private sector. Key
components of this approach can be used in the public sector, including: broad policy
setting, identification of key issues, continuous monitoring of results, and internal and
external assessments. 14

12James Heskett, W. Earl Sasser, Jr., and Christopher Hart, Service Breakth~oughs: Changing the
Rules of the Game (New York: Free Press, 1990).

I

13General Accounting Office, Management Practices: U.S. Companies Improve Peiformance
Through Quality Efforts (Washington, D.C.: General Accounting Office, May 1991).

I

14JoOO Bryson and William Roering. "Applying Private Sector Strategic Planning in the Public
Sector," Journal of the American Planning Association, Winter 1987, pp. 9-27.
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Minnesota's experience
1974-75 biennium
In the 1974-75 biennium, the budget instructions to Minnesota state agencies included an

emphasis on tracking program perfonnance, rather than just spending. Agencies were
required to submit a statement of objectives, performance measures, and an evaluation
of accomplishments.
Primarily due to timing, this effort at focusing on planning and performance measurement
did not create any permanent changes in the budget process. The 1970s were marked
by substantial growth in state revenues. Spending for programs was increasing, and
legislators were not especially concerned with accountability. At the time these changes
were proposed, they did not receive much attention. Decision makers tend to focus more
on innovation when resources are scarce.

1992-93 biennium
Changes in the state's revenue situation in the 1990s led to renewed interest in performance-based budgeting. For the 1992-93 biennium, the Department of Finance issued
budget instructions calling for each agency to submit a budget at the program level that
included an agency mission statement, the purpose of the program, and performance
information.
The CORE Budgeting and Financial Management Project conducted an exploratory
analysis of the biennial budget performance measures reported in the 1992-93 budget
document in order to identify and classify measures and draw conclusions from the
findings.
Ninety-three programs within 23 cabinet-level agencies and two higher education systems
were analyzed. Of the 977 performance indicators identified:
II

40 percent were output measures, which report the number of units produced or
services provided by a program.

..

39 percent were explanatory information, which details elements or factors of the
environment in which the agency operates that may affect performance.

..

15 percent were outcome indicators, which report the results or impact of a
program.

II

6 percent were efficiency measures, which report the cost per unit of output or
outcome.

I
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These findings reveal that all agencies were attempting to measure perfonnance in some
way. Many measures, however, were inappropriate or not of high quality. As a whole,
the budget document was disorganized, and the quality of the infonnation varied.
The failure of this attempt can largely be attributed to two problems in the budget

I
I

process:
•

training to prepare this type of budget. Most agencies did not know how to create

a strategic plan or develop perfonnance indicators and had never measured program
perfonnance. In addition, the Department of Finance was not able to assist agencies
in implementing this process.
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Agencies -were not preparedfor change. Agencies were not given enough time and

•

Lack oflegislative involvement. No groundwork had been laid with the legislature.
Legislators were not consulted in the development of the new budget fonnat, nor
were they given any opportunity to learn about it and its potential as a decisionmaking tool.

Current efforts
For the 1994-95 biennium, the Department of Finance again emphasized perfonnaneeor outcome-based budgeting as a means of conveying important infonnation to decision
makers and gave agencies more guidance and instruction on perfonnanee-based budgeting
than in the prior biennium. The Department of Finance stated in its budget instructions:
The key to success in this budget process is the ability of each agency to link
program and resource allocations to specific results or outcomes. A clear
statement of both short and long tenn objectives is required, as well as key
indicators by which effective success can be measured. 15
This budget fonnat emphasizes the broad use of perfonnance infonnation at the agency
level. The Department of Finance sees the 1994-95 budget as a first step toward
implementing a perfonnance-based budget for the state. The 1994-95 budget was not
available for examination before the release of this report.

I
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I

15Minnesota Department of Finance, Biennial Budget Instructions 1994-95 (St. Paul: Department
of Finance, June 1992), p. 4.
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CORE PERFORMANCE-BASED
BUDGETING CASE STUDIES

I
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When goals are vague, circwnstances become important. Chief among those
circwnstances are the situations with which operators must cope on a daily
· 16
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Complementing the Department of Finance's effort to institute the concept of performance-based budgeting, CORE initiated an in-depth examination of how this approach
could be implemented for all state agency activities. The project consisted of case studies
of the 1994-95 biennial budget preparations of two agencies and one program.

Case study methodology
Two primary criteria were used in selecting the study participants. Each agency had to:
•

Have completed or be completing a strategic plan, and

•

Be involved and interested in performance measurement.

In addition, CORE sought agencies that reflected a broad array of policy areas.

Chosen to participate in the study were the Community College System, the Office of
Waste Management, and the State Road Construction Program of the Department of
Transportation.
The study was designed to test the applicability of performance-based budgeting in a
government setting, the availability of necessary data, and the development of meaningful
performance measures.
Meetings were held with representatives from each agency to study the process of
developing performance indicators. Since each study participant was at a different starting
point in the process, the length of time and amount of resources needed to develop
performance indicators varied.

I
I
I

16James

Q. Wilson, Bureaucracy (New York: Basic Books, 1989), p. 36.
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Office of Waste Management
The Office of Waste Management (OWM) case study is the most detailed of the three.
The small size of the agency combined with the breadth of its mission allowed CORE to
deal with global outcome issues. As a result, a performance-based budget was compiled
for the entire agency. This is the only case study that includes not only more global
outcomes at the agency level but also detailed output, outcome, and efficiency measures
in all four of the agency's programs and all seven of its activities.
The OWM mission is to protect the state's environment and conserve resources through
the improved management of solid, hazardous, and industrial waste by:
1. Identifying current and evolving critical waste issues facing Minnesota;

I
I

I

l

2. Researching and promoting practical and cost effective solutions to waste
generation, resource recovery, and waste management;

I

3. Causing visible change in the behavior and values of the people of Minnesota
regarding long-term development and protection of the environment; and

!

4. Recommending policy positions where legislation may be advantageous.

I

The OWM's main priorities are prevention of waste at the source of generation, recycling
and reuse of materials, and recovery of resources from waste in practical and costeffective ways. The agency does not regulate or enforce environmental laws; it provides
assistance, both technical and financial, in recycling, reducing waste at the source,
developing county solid-waste plans, building facilities to process solid waste, and
reducing and managing hazardous and problem wastes.
OWM has four divisions:
•

Local Government Assistance, which distributes grant monies to counties and
oversees county solid-waste planning to ensure a unified statewide system of waste
management.

•

Solid Waste Grants and Market Development, which makes loans and grants to local
governments and businesses to increase demand for recycled products and implement
source reduction, recycling, and solid-waste processing methods and facilities.

•

I

Hazardous and Problem Wastes, which provides grants and technical assistance to
businesses seeking to reduce toxic pollutants and better manage hazardous wastes.
Some of the technical assistance is provided through a large contract with the
Minnesota Technical Assistance Project, which is jointly operated by the OWM and
the University of Minnesota School of Public Health.
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Infonnation and Education, which is responsible for a wide array of public
infonnation functions, including media relations and producing the agency's
newsletter. It is also charged with developing cumcula for elementary and secondary
students on waste and pollution and creating a variety of public educational
campaigns and videos.

The OWM's total expenditures for FY 92 amounted to about $20.5 million, nearly $14
million of which is composed of pass-through grant monies that the agency distributes to
counties. Of the remaining $6.5 million, $5.5 million came from the general fund and
$1 million from the environmental fund.

Developing performance indicators
The OWM completed a strategic plan two years ago and was updating it when the case
study began. Although the agency's leadership and some of its statutory mandates had
changed since the plan was originally developed, the mission and vision provided a
framework for developing performance indicators.
In July and early August 1992, CORE held a series of focus groups with agency staff in
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each of the four operating divisions. These groups concentrated on the mission of the
division and on possible success indicators, that is, how the employees knew they had
done a good job. At the same time, these groups helped to identify the available data.
Based on the initial focus groups, preliminary indicators were developed and circulated
to the staff, supervisors, and agency management for review. The indicators were revised
several times until they were determined to be satisfactory. OWM's budget narrative,
including its performance indicators, can be found in Appendix B.

Community College System
The Community College System's mission is to offer a variety of postsecondary,
occupational, and remedial educational opportunities to students throughout the state. The
system is composed of 18 colleges with 21 campuses governed by an appointed ninemember board and a chancellor. FY 91 expenditures for the system were $150 million,
. about $97 million of which was a direct state appropriation. The remainder was made up
of tuition receipts and income from other sources.
In addition to their traditional role of providing the first two years of college, the schools
in the system also offer two-year associate of arts degrees, associate of applied science
degrees (in conjunction with technical colleges), one-year professional certification
programs, professional enrichment courses, and general educational opportunities.
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Community colleges differ significantly from four-year postsecondary institutions because
they have no entrance requirements. Anyone can enter a community college, no matter
how they perfonned in high school. But students do not receive college-level credits
unless they do college-level work. Therefore, the colleges offer an array of remedial
courses to assist students in reaching the college level.
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The type of students going to community colleges has changed dramatically in the last
decade. The population is shifting from primarily full-time students who plan to
eventually obtain a four-year degree to part-time students taking courses for personal or
professional enrichment.

Developing performance indicators

I

I

The Community College System is required to complete a strategic plan every two years.
CORE staff, along with a consultant from the Department of Administration's Management Analysis Division, assisted the chancellor and college presidents in developing their
strategic and operational plans for the 1992-93 biennium. Preliminary measures were
developed at the same time, then revised after they had been circulated among selected
community college presidents, the chancellor, and staff from the Community College
System central office.

I

Performance indicators for the Community College System are configured for systemwide
use. Ideally, there would be indicators not only at the system level but also for each
individual college. Although many of the indicators may be useful for more than one
college, additional work may be required before they could be applied to all of the
colleges. The Community College System's budget narrative is in Appendix B.

I

Department of Transportation,
State Road Construction Program
The mission of the Department of Transportation (MnD0I) is to provide a balanced
transportation system that includes aeronautics, highways, motor carriers, ports, public
transit, railroads, and pipelines. Due to the department's size, the case study focused only
on one program, State Road Construction.
This program is responsible for the construction of trunk highways throughout the state.
Its staff designs the highway system and manages the construction contracts. This
program is also responsible for maintaining bridges and developing scenic byways and
wildflower routes on the trunk highway system. Expenditures in this program amounted
to about $465 million in FY 91.
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Developing performance indicators

,I

MnDOT is in the midst of an intensive strategic planning process that is expected to be

completed in 1993. As a result, a current strategic plan for the agency was not available.
However, elements of the previous strategic plan remain and were used for this process.
1
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The road construction program was selected for the case study because its staff was just
completing a two-year planning effort to define the program's goals, objectives, and
performance issues for this biennial budget. This effort had involved a wide range of data
collection activities, including consulting with experts, program staff, and stakeholders.
While the goals and objectives had been developed in detail, the work on the performance
indicators was not complete. CORE staff was able to use the goals and objectives defined
by the MnDOT process and focus on discussing and developing specific performance
indicators. The indicators for this program are in its budget narrative in Appendix B.

Findings
Data availability
•

Useful data is being collected. Case study participants were collecting a considerable
amount of data that can be used to formulate performance indicators. In many cases,
the agency or program manager had not realized that the information constituted a
potential performance indicator. For example, MnDOT regularly keeps data on the
condition of bridges for its own use but did not report it in its budget documents.

•

Collected data is not always properly configured. Although study participants do
collect a significant amount of information, much of it is not configured in a way to
make it useful for measuring outcomes. With some modifications, however, the data
can be redirected to support outcome measurement. For example, MnDOT collects
data on the number of congested miles on metropolitan freeways. This data is not
useful without comparison information. Contrasting the miles of congestion for the
Twin Cities with those of similar metropolitan areas would make this data more
meaningful.

•

Some new data will need to be collected. In some cases, measures were suggested
that will require some changes in ongoing data collection efforts. In the community
colleges, for example, it is important to determine whether the intent of students
entering college matches their outcome. This will require adding a single question
to the registration form. At OWM, the Public Information and Education Division
analyzes the effect of each campaign or piece it produces. Adding one or two
standard questions to each evaluation survey will allow it to develop time-series data.
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Efficiency and output measures
II

Efficiency and output measures are easily produced. Due to the availability of data
at the agencies, generating efficiency and output measures was relatively easy.
However, while these measures are useful as workload indicators, they do not really
demonstrate the effectiveness of the program or agency.
Some examples of output measures used in the case studies are:
II

III

Number of phone calls received with questions concerning solid-waste management (OWM).
Number of clients trained in business programs (Community Colleges).

While these measures give some idea of the workload of agency employees in the
case of OWM and the utilization of a certain program for students in the community
colleges, they say very little about results. Neither the results of the OWM phone
calls nor what students actually achieved by having access to a business program at
a community college is known.

Outcome measures
Although agency or program goals and objectives provided the framework, the
development of outcome measures was complicated by several significant issues:
II

Detennining causality can be a majorproblem in devising measures. By fur the most
difficult problem in devising measures for the pilot agencies was determining
causality for outcomes. If the overall production of hazardous waste goes down, is
it the result of an OWM initiative, an economic downturn, or a change in consumer
demand? If there are fewer delays on the highway system in the Twin Cities, is this
the result ofinitiatives by the State Road Construction Program or better bus service?
The CORE project did not completely resolve this problem. However, using several
measures for each agency and attempting to control for external factors where
possible minimizes it. Through using the variety of different measures proposed, a
reasonably good indication of agency performance can be gleaned despite questions
of causality that could affect some of the individual indicators.

II

External factors can inteifere with peifonnance indicators showing an agency's
progress toward meeting goals. The case studies showed that a major challenge was
to show progress toward meeting goals when that progress was influenced by forces
and factors outside the control of the agency or program. This problem can be
resolved by carefully controlling for such factors in measuring performance.
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In the community colleges, for example, goal achievement is modified by changing
student needs. Students are increasingly attending community college to take a few

courses that can enhance their career or lead to occupational certification, rather than
to receive a degree that will enable them to attend a college that grants bachelor's
degrees. If the graduation and retention rates are used as performance indicators, the
community colleges will be viewed as being unsuccessful. However, by measuring
only the transfer rate of students who intend to transfer or the graduation rate of
students who intend to graduate with an associate's degree, a better evaluation of the
community colleges performance is generated.
The Office of Waste Management faces a similar problem in measurement. Much
hazardous waste is the result of manufacturing and other economic activity. As the
economy grows, so necessarily does the amount of waste produced, unless
production methods change. Although the ultimate goal of OWM and other environmental agencies is to eliminate toxic and· hazardous wastes, it is more likely that in
times of economic growth, their actions would result in slower growth in waste
generation and toxic emissions.
By way of illustrating this, Figure 2 shows the emissions of a hypothetical toxic
chemical over a six-year period. A simple tracking of emissions would seem to
indicate that the agency is not doing its job because more of the chemical is being
released. But Figure 3 gives a fairer picture of the outcome of agency activities.
Figure 2. Example of Emissions of a Hypothetical Pollutant
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Figure 3. Example of Emissions of a Hypothetical Pollutant
Compared to Previously Projected Emissions
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In Figure 3, the lower line indicates the total emissions of chemical X over the peri-

od in question. The upper line indicates what emissions would have been if the
relationship between production and emissions had stayed the same. The true gauge
of agency perfonnance should be the dark gray area of the chart - the difference
between what is emitted and what would have been emitted without agency action.
The proposed indicators for OWM attempt to measure this gap between what is and
what would have been in several ways. In the hazardous and problem waste
indicators, an attempt is made to control for economic activity and hazardous waste
generation by using methodology developed for the capacity assurance plan required
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Although the methodology used to
develop these projections was complex, it was already in existence, and its use here
requires little additional effort.

Using performance indicators
•

Levels ofoutcomes must be dijferenJ for agencies and programs. The measurements
appropriate for a program within an agency and for an agency as a whole differ.
An agency is interested in making big changes and implementing broad strategies.
An individual program within the agency is one of many tactics by which the agency
hopes to achieve those strategic goals.
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The Office of Waste Management, for example, has several broad elements in its
mission: to reduce hazardous waste, to promote source reduction, and to encourage
appropriate management of waste. The overall performance of the agency could be
gauged by large-scale indicators, such as total waste generated or percent of all waste
going through resource recovery systems.
But the different programs of the agency have more discrete goals. The "Minnesota
Fifty" campaign in the Hazardous and Problem Waste Unit is attempting to reduce
the emissions of several specific chemicals by industrial generators. The measurement of outcome for that specific program must be narrower than those used for the
agency.

•

Different peifonnance indicators should be used for different purposes. Although
many performance indicators were identified for each study participant, not all of
these were appropriate for use in the budget document. Some indicators are more
useful to program managers for program monitoring and internal decision making.
Other indicators are useful to program managers as well as the governor and the
legislature in demonstrating the results of program or agency actions. These latter
indicators are the ones that should be included in the budget document. The agency
must distinguish between broad policy decisions and internal management issues in
determining which indicators to include in the budget document.
For example, a performance indicator that tells the length of time it took program
staff to administer grants would be useful only to program managers. On the other
hand, a performance indicator that demonstrates the effectiveness of these grants in
accomplishing a designated objective would be valuable to both program managers
and other decision makers.

I
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Conclusions

I

Benefits of performance-based budgeting

I

Based on these findings, performance-based budgeting would have these benefits:

•

,I
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Improved accountability information for decision making. The information provided
to decision makers can be used to show the effects of a given program and to test
the premises of policies. As a result, decision makers can change course when
necessary to modify policies and programs and improve performance. Especially in
times of fiscal austerity, it is critical for decision makers to realize the potential
impacts of their choices.
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•

Improved effidency. Employees typically choose to enhance their perfonnance of a
measured objective that is recognized or rewarded. By measuring in high-priority
areas, managers can create the right incentives for employee performance. In other
words, "what gets measured gets done.,,17

•

Long-tenn evaluation. Regular measurement of performance objectives can
contribute to ongoing evaluation of goals within programs, agencies, and government
overall.

•

Wule Applicability. Although some areas of state government, such as higher
education, traditionally have been treated differently from state agencies in the budget
process, the Community College System case study shows that performance-based
budgeting can be applied to such areas.

These benefits are even greater when perfonnance-based budgeting is used in conjunction
with a complete performance-based management system, most notably in human
resources management. Adoption of performance-based budgeting in concert with the
recommendations of the CORE Human Resources Project would create a stronger, more
effective management system.

Challenges remaining
Some challenges remain to creating an effective performance-based budgeting system:

•

Trust. A fundamental distrust exists between the state's managers and appointed and
elected officials. The budget process involves an adversarial relationship between the
executive (state agencies) and legislative branches, which results in a great deal of
political maneuvering. Agency managers see the legislature's decision-making
process as micromanaging their activities, while the legislature sees it as holding
agencies accountable for their programs. On the other hand, the legislature is
concerned about the possibility of managers inflating their budgets to hedge against
fiscal constraints, and the managers feel they must do this to protect the integrity of
their programs.
While managers continue to strive for more flexibility to demonstrate their own
creativity in managing programs, elected and appointed officials need to be able to
hold managers accountable for following the intent of legislation and other mandates.
A balance should be achieved whereby legislators and the governor trust managers
to administer their programs effectively, while the managers trust the elected officials
to wisely use the information provided to them.

170sbome and Gaebler, 1992, p. 146.
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Existing nonns of behavior and motivation. State employees and managers are
accustomed to counting only their inputs and rarely measuring project results.
Existing management systems reinforce this mindset. Changing this behavior and
making employees and managers responsible for the ultimate outcomes of a program
are difficult for those who are reluctant to change the status quo.

I
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One way to address this problem would be to provide assistance to state agencies as
they begin to develop perfonnance-based management systems. Because this would
be a temporary need, the most logical and cost-effective approach is to encourage
agencies to contract for this expertise from private or public consultants.
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Time and resource investment. Developing perfonnance indicators initially will
require some investment of staff time and agency resources. Specifying precisely
how much time will be required is difficult due to the varying levels of expertise and
experience in state agencies. In the CORE case studies, hours invested in
developing indicators varied from fewer than 100 in the State Road Construction
Program to about 225 in the Community College System and 364 in the Office of
Waste Management.
Some time will also be needed to maintain and refine the perfonnance indicators on
an ongoing basis to ensure that they continue to accurately and effectively measure
the mission and programs of the agency.
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Negotiated process/or defining desired outcomes. One potential difficulty, especially
in more complex and politically charged policy areas, is detennining the desired
outcomes for a given program. Sometimes, the governor, the legislature, and the
agency may not agree on what the desired effects of a program are.
For instance, the Department of Revenue is charged with collecting the state's taxes.
The goal for the agency may be to maximize efficiency by processing returns within
a given period of time within a limited margin of error. Legislators, on the other
hand, may be most interested in the department's speed in processing returns, so that
taxpayers get their refunds as quickly as possible. As a result, they may show less
concern about the error rate. At the same time, the governor could be most
concerned about getting the revenues into the state's coffers as rapidly as possible.
Thus, all three parties would define priorities somewhat differently. Priorities are
critical to establishing operational objectives and perfonnance indicators to gauge the
success of the program in meeting its goals.
While it is hoped that the process recommended here would build consensus between
the parties on program goals, reaching agreement is likely to be difficult and timeconsuming. It is, however, critical. In the long run if agencies and elected and
appointed officials all agree on the goals of a program, expectations will be clearer
and effective administration of programs will be easier.

I
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Needfor multiple peifomumce indicators. A number of indicators must be collected
to determine an agency's performance. Each of the three case study participants has
more than one element to its mission and an array of programs designed to fulfill
those elements. In areas where the performance indicators can be affected by :factors
outside the agency's control, a balanced set of measures is required to get a complete
picture. Multiple measures can also dilute the effect of such external factors. Thus,
it is important to find the set of measures that would give a good overall view of
how well the agency is fulfilling its mission.

•
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Accuracy ofdaJa. The choice of how to measure a performance indicator determines
the accuracy of the data collected. Poor proxy selection, bad methodology, or
inaccurate measures can result in ill-informed or misdirected policy choices and
management decisions.

•

Inappropriate incentives. In a performance management system, employees typically
act in accordance with the incentives that are created through the performance
indicators. Incentives may be created that are counterproductive to the overall goals
of the organization. For example, if a goal is established to find jobs for clients who
have received job training, program employees may place their clients in low-paying,
low-skill jobs that are easier to locate, rather than concentrating on finding positions
that pay higher wages and have a better career path.

These potential problems demonstrate why it is important to develop the rigJu performance indicators. Doing so will take effort, and the indicators may not be correct the first
time. However, with experience, the indicators can be revised to better reflect the results
of agency programs and activities.
Overall, the research and case studies demonstrate that implementing a successful
performance-based budgeting system is feasible and there are numerous advantages to
achieving this type of system.
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Recommendations
1.

The state slwuld adopt a fully peifonnance-based budgeting system for resource
allocation.

The use of a performance-based budgeting system provides numerous benefits. A
performance-based budgeting system is mission-driven, is oriented toward quality
outcomes, encourages managers to be efficient, rewards innovation, and provides
outcome data to elected and appointed officials.
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The perfonnance-based budgetingprocess should begin broadly with identification
of state priorities and agency strategic planning, then be continuaOy narrowed
down to specific perfonnance indicators.
Based on the research and data collected by CORE, a five-step approach to
perfonnanee-based budgeting, as shown in Figure 4, is recommended.
Figure 4. Perfonnance-based Budgeting Process
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IdentifY stalepriorities. In CORE's meetings with stakeholders in the budget process,
virtually all expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of a vision for state government
and its services.
Therefore, to focus attention on the goals and objectives of the state as a whole, it
is important to examine the long-range plan and priorities for the entire state over
the next 10 to 20 years. The Minnesota Milestones project, led by Minnesota
Planning, articulates a set of priorities. The milestones were determined with the
advice and consent of stakeholders and citizens around the state. The governor and
the legislature will be able to use the content and fonnat of the milestones to
fonnulate and express their own priorities for the state. The combination of the
milestones and the priorities of the state's elected officials will establish a clear set
of policy goals and objectives.

Complete a strategic plan. As the experiences of other states and private-sector
companies have shown, strategic planning is a critical first step in defining a longtenn mission for an agency and designing steps to achieve it. The process should set
a clear direction for agency policy and programs for the next five to 10 years.
Ideally, a strategic planning process should include not only all of the agency staff
but also the stakeholders who are involved in or affected by the agency's programs.
The primary product needed from the strategic planning process is the mission
statement, which briefly encapsulates the agency's reason for being and its governing
philosophy.

Create oPerational objectives. Operational objectives are the primary means of
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linking the long-tenn vision of the agency (from the strategic plan) to a shorter time
frame of approximately one to two years, the length of the state's budget cycle.
These objectives are derived in consultation with the staff responsible for program
delivery. To create them, the staff must identify its customer and evaluate how it
serves that customer.
CORE's experience with the case studies revealed the importance of defining performance measures so that input from all levels of the organization is considered. This
not only creates ownership of the measures at all levels of the organization but also
takes advantage of the expertise about program goals and operations that lies with
line staff, managers, and program clientele. Perfonnance indicators, therefore,
should not be determined at the upper levels of management and imposed on
managers and employees but rather should be constructed in consultation with staff
and customers.

I
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Develop performance indicators. From the operational objectives performance
indicators can be developed. A performance indicator is existing data or data that can
be collected that will become a method for measuring success in achieving the
operational objective.

Incorporate budgetary issues. Performance indicators can help the agency prioritize

I
l,

its activities by pointing out where the agency is doing well and where it should
focus its attention to improve performance. As a result, an agency may choose to
alter or eliminate a program that is not performing well and reallocate resources to
a higher priority activity that has greater success in achieving its goals.
The CORE performance~based budgeting initiative combined with the performance
management system of the CORE Human Resources Project creates an outcomebased perfonnance accountability system. This new system will give managers
greater flexibility to make decisions about delivering services, while holding them
accountable for the end results of the program.
The complete performance accountability system is shown in Figure 5.
First, a set of goals and priorities for the state as a whole will be articulated.
Minnesota Milestones provides the mechanism for doing this in a citizen-based,
customer-focused manner.
Then, strategic and operational planning at the agency level will enable agencies to
better articulate their long- and short-tenn goals and objectives. These goals and
objectives can then become the desired outcomes for the agency, stated in
measurable terms. The outcomes, therefore, are a measure of program effectiveness.

I

I,
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Figure 5. Perfonnance Accountability System Model
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Output and efficiency measures may then be used to evaluate how efficiently
programs are being administered.
Finally, the human resources perfonnance management recommendations establish
the link between the perfonnance of individual staff members and managers and the
efficiency and effectiveness of the program and the agency in achieving their desired
outcomes. This is a critical step in connecting more global outcomes to true
accountability at the individual level.

3.

The state should select a single contractor to provide assistance on afeelor-service
basis to agencies in adopting the perfonnance-based budgeting process.
Some agencies may be able to undertake the perfonnance measurement process with
their current resorirces. However, many others, especially smaller agencies, may not
have this expertise. Such agencies should be pennitted to obtain help from a
contractor either inside or outside of state government.
Having a single provider for these services would help ensure a standard process
with similar results for all agencies and would make the contracting process simpler.
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4.

Peifonnance-based budgeting slwuld be used across the entire state budget,
including grants and aid and educational systems.
Performance-based budgeting provides a way to increase accountability. This is
important for all state activities, not just agencies. The educational systems, such as
the university and the community colleges, and the grnnt and aid systems should also
be required to submit a performance-based budget.
r .

These systems historically have been separate from the budget process used for state
agencies because they are funded by formula and funding levels are generally only
incrementally changed from year to year. They are, however, capable of compiling
a performance-based budget and would benefit from doing so. The CORE case study
in the Community College System shows that performance-based budgeting can be
applied to such areas.
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CONTROL MECHANISMS

,I

Control over revenues, productive factors, (JJl{/ agency goals is all vested to an
impo1tant degree in entities external to the organization -legislatures, courts,
politidans, (JJl{/ interest groups. Given this, agency managers must attend to the
demands ofthese external entities. As a result, government management tends
to be driven by the constraints on the organization, not the tasks of the
organization. 18

:I

Need for financial controls
The successful implementation of a performance-based budgeting system inherently
decreases the need for many of the financial controls currently in place. Performancebased budgeting creates accountability by providing performance data for managers,
agency heads, and elected officials. They can then detennine resource allocation based
on priorities and on agencies' performance. They are also able to comPare the success
of programs with past performance and the results of one program with those of other
programs.

Existing financial controls
In CORE's initial data collection and discussions with the advisory committee and

:/

Council of Managers, it became clear that as budgeting has evolved to a more programfocused system, many financial restrictions remain that echo the traditional command-andcontrol mechanisms of the past.

:I

CORE identified four primary controls that impair managers' flexibility to administer
programs efficiently: the "use it or lose it" paradox, legal levels of budgetary control,
restrictions on transfers, and complement control.
•

The "use it or lose it" paradox. This reduces incentives to improve program
efficiencies and savings because any savings resulting from efficiency gains are
returned to the fund out of which the program was financed.

•

Legal levels of budgetary control. This control ensures close legislative monitoring
of expenditures within specific programs by restricting spending to the categories for
which the monies were approved.

18Wilson, 1989, p. 115.
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•

Restrictions on transfers. Virtually all transfers must be approved by the Department
of Finance in a lengthy and unnecessary process.

•

Complement control. This mechanism attempts to establish a limit on an agency's
complement of full-time employees.

Each of these controls is examined in detail in the following four sections of this report.
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'USE IT OR LOSE IT' PARADOX
he current budget management system supports inefficiencies. Managers learn
early in their careers not to save resources because the resources "will likely be
used to make up deficits incurred by other less efficient and self-sacrificing units
and managers. "19 This disincentive for savings is often referred to as the "use it or lose
it paradox. "

T

The paradox of "use it or lose it" was the budgeting problem cited most often by
managers in CORE's initial data collection. Agency managers felt that the practice
Penalizes them for good management practices. Many managers may make eXPenditures
at the end of the fiscal year because any money left in an appropriation at the end of a
fiscal year is returned to the fund from which it was allocated and the agency's base level
for the following year may be reduced.

Prevalence of 'use it or lose it' behavior

II

To determine the extent of the inefficiency caused by the "use it or lose it" paradox,
CORE examined the last-quarter expenditures by state agencies. It was hypothesized that
the threat of losing current and future monies might encourage managers to encumber
funds for expenditure at the end of the fiscal year. In this case, capital equipment
eXPenditures should increase since they are discretionary and one-time occurrences.
Making expenditures in the line item for computer and office equipment of more than
$500 is often cited as the most frequent means for using dollars before losing them.
CORE found that many agencies made the majority of their capital expenditures in the
last two months of the fiscal year (Figure 6). The trend for the computer and office
equipment line item shows an even steeper increase in expenditures in the last month of
the year (Figure 7).

,

I

I
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These results support the hypothesis that capital expenditures increase during the end of
the fiscal year. Some of these eXPenditures, however, may not be attributable to the "use
it or lose it" paradox. Because capital equipment is a discretionary item, many agencies
and managers are encouraged to wait to make purchases until the end of the fiscal year,
when they are certain they have enough money left in the budget for them. Therefore,

,!
19 Charles Levine, "More on Cutback Management: Hard Questions for Hard Times." In Public
Budgeting: Program Planning and Implementation, eds. Fremont Lyden and Ernest Miller
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1982), p. 327.
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Capital Expenditures in Last Two Months of the Year
Cabinet Agencies, All Funds, FY 1992
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part of the spike in spending during the last months of the year might be a result of
prudent financial planning and not the "use it or lose it" paradox.

Options for change
To address the negative incentives in the "use it or lose it" paradox, a system needs to
be put into place that allows programs to carry forward into the next biennium money
that has not been used at the end of the current biennium. Several options exist for
accomplishing this, as outlined in Figure 8. Each of these options differs based on its
treatment of four issues:

•

Unlimited or limited carry forward. A choice must be made between allowing a
program to use all of the monies carried forward or restricting expenditures to either
an amount or a percentage of the unspent monies. Unlimited carry forward gives
agencies complete control over managing their finances. Allowing agencies to retain
savings may also create an incentive for them to request more money than they
actually need to deliver a program in the most efficient manner.

•

Reduction or nonreduction ofthe next biennium's base level. Current budget policy
assumes that any unspent monies remaining in an agency budget at the end of the
fiscal year are the result of permanent cost savings. Therefore, the agency's base for
subsequent years is reduced by the amount of the savings. This policy does not take
into account, however, the possibility of temporary or one-time cost savings. For
example, a program may receive a one-time donation of services or money from a
volunteer. Although this would result in cost savings for the program, the savings
would not be permanent. Reducing the next biennium's base would, therefore, result
in a reduction of services provided by the program.

II
II

I

•

to be spent on any expenditure a program manager feels appropriate allows for the
greatest amount of flexibility. Permitting the unlimited use of such funds, however,
likely would affect the next biennium's base level. If the agency's base is to be
reduced by some or all of the amount saved, it would be counterproductive to spend
the savings on recurring expenditures that could have the effect of building up the
agency's base. Thus, it may be more fiscally prudent to limit spending to nonrecurring expenditures.

I
I

I
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Limited or unlimited use ofcarryforward monies. Allowing monies carried forward

•

Oversight by decision-making bodies. Decision-making entities, such as the
Department of Finance, a legislative commission, or a group designated by the
agency, could be used to monitor and/or approve the spending of carry-forward
monies. This issue rests on the question of whether the power to make decisions
about spending carry-forward money more appropriately rests with the agency or
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Figure 8. Alternative Scenarios for the "Use It or Lose It" Paradox
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another decision-making body, whether inside or outside of the agency. The
appropriate level of authority should ideally achieve an equitable balance between
agency decision makers, the Department of Finance, and elected officials.
Another alternative would be to establish an enterprise fund in each agency to contain
year-end savings. Managers would then offer proposals for using some of the funds; these
.proposals would be analyzed by a body established by the agency and given the power
to allocate the monies in the fund. Although managers could receive more from the fund
than the amount they saved, they also might receive nothing. This risk could reduce
managers' incentive to create savings, thereby nullifying the reform.

Current examples of carry-forward authority
Six budget areas in the state have been granted authority by the legislature to carry
forward an unlimited amount of money between :fiscal years and biennia. The systems
with this authority are: the Higher Education Coordinating Board, community colleges,
technical colleges, state universities, the University of Minnesota, and the legislature.
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Ingber education
In the higher education systems, unlimited carry-fonvard authority was granted to all of

the systems for two primary reasons.

l
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•

The timing of expenses in an academic year is different from that in a fiscal year.
Although the systems have year-round fixed costs, such as utilities, tuition revenues
are received only two or three times a year. As a result, much of the amount shown
as carry forward in the accounting system is actually committed for anticipated
expenses, such as utilities, union contract settlements, and pending lawsuits.

•

The appropriation to the higher education systems is determined by an average cost
funding formula and is not discretionary, thus the legislature has allowed these
systems greater flexibility in carrying forward monies at the end of the biennium.

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, virtually all of the systems show a significant increase in
carry-forward funds since 1990. In 1990, the governor vetoed part of the legislature's
budget for higher education institutions, but the amount vetoed was later restored by the
Minnesota Supreme Court, which declared the veto unconstitutional. As a result, carryforward amounts may have increased somewhat for FY 90.
The exception to these trends is the University of Minnesota. This is mainly due to a
difference in accounting. The university does not carry forward the bulk of its monies in
the general fund but rather in other funds that are not accessible through the statewide
accounting system. The other higher education systems also have funds that are allocated
specifically to colleges and do not show up in these numbers, but they tend to show their
carry-forward amounts in the general fund.
Amounts Carried Forward from the Previous Fiscal Year
For all agencies with unlimited carryforward authority
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Figure 10. Amounts Carried Forward in Authorized Agencies, 1985-1992, in Thousands
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Legislature
The legislature also has the statutory authority to carry forward its monies without
restrictions, which gives it as much flexibility as possible. The average amount carried
forward is about 8 percent of the legislature's total budget.

Findings
•

Most budget areas are not allowed cany{01ward capabilities. Only six budget areas
have been granted authority by the legislature to carry forward an unlimited amount
of money between fiscal years and biennia: the legislature, the Higher Education
Coordinating Board, community colleges, technical colleges, state universities, and
the University of Minnesota.

•

Agencies that are allowed cany{01ward capabilities generally use them appropriately. Monies carried forward are primarily used for reasonable expenses that simply
cross fiscal years. The amount of money involved is relatively small. The
percentages vary :fairly widely, from less than 2 to more than 7 percent, but none
is greater than 8 percent of the total budget. These agencies do not appear to be
building a substantial reserve or discretionary fund for their own benefit.

Conclusions
•

The "use it or lose it"paradox creates inefficiency. An incentive exists for program
managers not to save resources because they are penalized for having excess funds
left in their account.

•

A balance needs to be struck between managerialflexibility and legislative control.
Managers need flexibility to meet the changing needs of their programs, but they
must also be accountable to elected and appointed officials for the results of their
actions.

•

The current system overemphasizes control. In a performance-based budgeting
system, accountability can be achieved by monitoring performance. Thus, certain
financial controls currently in place would be unnecessary.
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Recommendations
5.

Agencies slwuld be permitted to carry fonvard any savings from the end of one
fiscal year into the next. Monies' could also be carried fonvard into the next
biennium but would have to be spent by the end of the first fiscal year of that
biennium.

The return of all savings to the general fund at the end of the :fiscal year constitutes
a significant disincentive for agencies to save money or encourage efficiencies.
However, it is also important to retain the accountability that ensures that agencies
are not simply building "rainy day" reserve accounts within their budgets.

I

I
[
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Agencies should be allowed to retain any unspent monies between :fiscal years and
even between biennia, but such monies would have to be spent by a certain deadline.

•

All monies carriedfonvard must be usedfor investments that enhance the efficiency
or improve the if{ectiveness ofthe program. lriformation rvould be provided to the
Department ofFinance and the chairs ofthe appropriate legislative committees after
savings are spent to show where the money went and docwnent the results of the
expenditure.
While providing more flexibility for managers is important, steps also would have
to be taken to ensure that unspent monies retained into the next :fiscal year were
spent responsibly and for the good of the citizens of the state. One way to ensure this
would be to control the purposes for which the monies carried forward could be
used. These monies should be used only to improve program effectiveness and
efficiency. In some cases, the use of these savings could help to generate future cost
savings.
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LEGAL LEVELS OF CONTROL
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tate managers often face difficulty in deploying financial resources where they are
needed. Funds frequently are appropriated by the legislature for one particular
program within the agency. If that program does not require all the funds, a
complicated and time-ronsuming process is required to shift the monies elsewhere. This
restricts the flexibility of managers to set priorities and to reallocate resources where
needed to provide services effectively and efficiently.

S

The legal level of budgetary control is the level at which a decision to reallocate
appropriated funds can be made. In some cases, funds can be shifted from one program
to another within an agency by the manager or commissioner. In others, different levels
of approval must be obtained from the commissioner of finance, the governor, or the
legislature.
The legislature makes three types of appropriations:

•

appropriations are used by the agency to carry out many different programs. For
example, the Department of Public Safety received a general fund department
appropriation of $22.5 million in FY 1991 for use in all of its programs. Department
appropriations make up the majority of most agency's operating budgets.

(I
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•
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Activity-sPecific appropriations are appropriated for a specific activity within a
program or an agency. In FY 91, the secretary of state received $135,000 to
administer the Minnesota Non-profit Corporation Act. This money can be used only
for the program specified in the appropriation, although some mechanisms for
transferring the funds do exist (see below).

:-1

:I

Department appropriations are general appropriations made to an agency. These

•

Grants and aids are appropriated to individual agencies for distribution to third
parties. Examples of these would be local government aids distributed by the
Department of Revenue to cities or market development grants given to counties and
private companies by the Office of Waste Management.

Transfers between levels of control

I

Agencies are generally not permitted to transfer monies between legal levels of control
without specific authority. Agencies may be granted the authority to transfer monies
between levels in a rider to an appropriation bill.

j

The transfer authority given in riders differs significantly among state agencies. While

I
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some departments are able to move money around fairly freely, others are extremely
restricted in how their appropriation may be used. For example, the Department of
Health has a relatively restrictive budget rider that says that the commissioner of health,
with the approval of the commissioner of finance, may transfer appropriated funds
between fiscal years and from supply and expense categories to the salary account in
order to avoid layoffs. In other words, although monies can be carried forward from the
first fiscal year of the biennium to the second, transfers cannot be made between
programs, unless the shift is from a program into the salary account to avoid layoffs.
On the other hand, the Department of Corrections appropriation has rider language that
allows it a great deal more flexibility. It states, "Positions and administrative monies may
be transferred within the Department of Corrections as the Commissioner considers
necessary, upon the advance approval of the Commissioner of Finance." Corrections is
also permitted to transfer funds to or from the salary account.

I'
I

These variations make it nearly impossible for agency budget officers and the Department
of Finance to administer agency budgets consistently.
In addition, because even the agencies with broad transfer authority get their authority

from biennial appropriations bills, they are vulnerable every session to having that
authority altered. This makes it more difficult for agencies to do long-term fiscal planning
because their authority over their own budgets could be substantially altered in two years.

Current prevalence of levels of control
The level of control managers have over their budget affects the flexibility they have to
create an efficient program because it restricts their ability to make resource reallocations
according to program priorities.
To detennine the current prevalence of legal levels of budgetary control, CORE analyzed
FY 91 appropriations and expenditures of the 23 cabinet-level agencies in the general,
game and fish, environmental, and trunk highway funds. 20 The results show a wide
degree of variance between departments in the levels of budgetary control with which
managers must deal.

2<These funds account for the bulk of appropriated spending in the state. This analysis does not
include entitlement spending. Data for this analysis came from the Department of Finance's Legal
Levels of Budgetary Control report for FY 1991 and the applicable session laws and statutes.
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General fund
r

I

Figure 11 shows that the vast majority of expenditures in the general fund were from
department or grants appropriations. Only 2 percent of cabinet-level agency general fund
spending came from activity-specific appropriations. But that 2 percent is under relatively
strict control.

I

Levels of Control - General Fund Expenditures.
Cabinet-Level Agencies, FY 91
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Figure 12 shows the total number of activity-specific appropriations. Of the 201
appropriations, the average activity-specific appropriation was $446,000.
To detennine the extent that budgetary fragmentation was caused by allocations to new
programs, the general fund budgets of nine state agencies were examined. 21 Twenty-two
percent of the dollars appropriated directly to programs and 36 percent of the number of
programmatic appropriations were for new initiatives. The proportion varied significantly
from agency to agency.
Thus, it would appear that new initiatives account for a minority of activity-specific

I
agencies examined were the departments of Administration, Education, Human Services,
Natural Resources, Public Safety, Revenue, and Trade and Economic Development and Minnesota
Planning.
-

21 The
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General Fund Activity - Specific Appropriations
PubIlcServlcc;·; I

Cabinet-Level Agencies, FY 91
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appropriations, both in tenus of dollar amount and number of levels. The proliferation
of activity-specific appropriations in the general fund is probably due more to legislative
desire for control over existing programs rather than an increase in new programs.

Other funds
Dedicated funds generally show a greater proportion of activity-specific appropriations.
This may be because these funds are directed specifically at certain types of activities.
The trunk highway fund is for state road construction and maintenance, the game and fish
fund is a natural resource fund, and the environmental fund is for environmental
programs. Figure 13 shows the amount of each type of appropriation in each of these
funds.

I
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Figure 13. Percent of FUnds by Type of Appropriation in the
Trunk Highway, Game and Fish, and Environmental FUnds
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FUnd

Department
Appropriations

Activity-specific
Appropriations

% FUnds for
Activityspecific
Appropriations

Trunk Highway

$ 348,481,000

$ 409,365,000

54%

Game and Fish

$ 36,656,000

$ 10,871,000

22%

Environmental

$

128,000

$ 38,080,000

99%

Figure 14 shows the results of combining the four funds examined by CORE. While
almost half of the money in the selected funds goes out in grants and aids, roughly 14
percent of the total amount - or 28 percent of non-grant money - is appropriated to
specific programs by the legislature and not to the departments generally. This funding
fragmentation affects agencies differently (Figure 15).

LEGAL LEVELS OF CONTROL - CABINET AGENCIES
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Findings

i

•

More than a third of the cabinet-level agencies have more than 25 separate
appropriations. This profusion of appropriations is not the result of new initiatives.

I'

•

Agencies with many different grant and aid programs have more activity-specific
appropriations. The departments of Revenue, Education, and Trade and Economic
Development receive numerous activity-specific appropriations.

•

Areas with direct services have more activity-specific appropriations. Many of the
agencies with a high level of control are those that provide direct service to citizens
- the Department of Human Services runs regional treatment centers, the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) operates state parks, and the Department
of Transportation builds roads. Programs within these areas are more visible to
voters. Therefore, they may attract more legislative interest than programs that
provide services to other parts of state government, such as the departments of
Administration and Employee Relations.

•

Areas with significant public interest have more activity-specific appropriations.
Areas that are the focus of political interest also are likely to attract specific

[

I
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appropriations. For example, the Pollution Control Agency and the DNR deal with
the environment, which has been the subject of significant public and legislative
interest the past several years. Large numbers of activity-specific appropriations
could be the result of two different factors arising out of intense interest in certain
areas: legislators want to keep greater control over such areas, and more new
programs are begun to address them. In the Department of Public Safety, for
example, 84 percent of the general fund activity-specific appropriations were for new
programs. There is significant political capital in keeping control over programs and
starting new initiatives in popular issue areas.

•

New programs often have activity-specific appropriations. The appropriation for a
new program can be based only on the legislature's or agency's estimate of how
much it will cost. Making a separate appropriation for the program allows actual
costs to be tracked easily. It also serves as a check on the overestimation of costs by
ensuring that any overestimation does not disappear into the agency's base budget
for the next biennium.

•

Activity-specific appropriations are sometimes created to enhance legislative control.
For example, if an agency suggests dropping a program in its budget submission and
the legislature disagrees, an activity-specific appropriation might be made.
Legislators may fear that unless they dictate that the dollars appropriated will be used
for a specific program, the program may not be carried out or may be poorly
managed due to apathy on the part of the agency or the executive branch.

Conclusions
•

Activity-specific appropriationsprovide an incentive to spend wmecessarily. This type
appropriation makes the "use it or lose it" paradox even more intense. When
programs are funded from department appropriations, a savings in one program can
be used to make up a deficit in another. With activity-specific appropriations, savings
cannot be used anywhere else without specific permission. Moreover, if a program
does not spend its entire appropriation, that appropriation may be more likely to be
reduced in the subsequent budget.

•

Activity-specific appropriations cause administrative conjitsion and increased
overhead costs. The plethora of different accounts and appropriations adds
significantly to the confusion of governmental finances. It also adds to administrative
costs. While those have not been quantified for the agencies, the Department of
Finance estimates that one full-time-equivalent employee spends more than eight
weeks compiling the information for the annual legal levels of budgetary control
report. The amount spent by the agencies responsible for the ongoing tracking is
likely to be significantly more.

S2

•

Legal levels of control are another mechanism of command and control. The
behavior of managers is dictated by up-front controls, which restrict their flexibility
and lessen the opportunities for fraud and abuse.

•

Peifonnance-based budgeting decreases the need for legal levels ofcontrol. While
performance-based budgeting does not help to address the need for tracking grants
and aids appropriations, it has the potential to replace details of financial inputs with
performance data that measures the results of a program.
The legislature and the governor do receive some specific performance information
from some programs because the authorizing legislation requires the submission of
periodic performance reports. However, performance-based budgeting could make
it easier for the elected officials and the agencies to focus on results regularly
through the budgeting process. As a result, the legislature could appropriate monies
at fewer levels of budgetary control while retaining control over the translation of
legislative intent by monitoring the program's outcomes through the biennial budget
process.

Recommendations

I

7.

I'

The legislature sJwuld evaluate the existing strocture of legal levels of budgetary
control to eliminate any levels that are no longer needed.
Legal levels of budgetary control are often created when a program itself is created
or some occurrence seems to require more active monitoring of certain activities. As
appropriation bills are written, they are often based on the structure of previous bills,
and as a result, the levels of control remain. Because some of these levels may no
longer be needed due to changing environments and circumstances, the bill structure
should be examined and any levels that the legislature no longer desires eliminated.

8.

Legislation sJwuld be drqfted that will encourage the inclusion of peiformance
indicators in legislation and roles wherever possible, 'instead ofcreating additWnal
levels of budgetary control for program monitoring.
Performance-based budgeting should provide information on the performance of a
program. As a result, legislators and the governor would be able to evaluate a
program based on the outcomes it achieves and not just on its financial information.

[
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AGENCY TRANSFER
RESTRICTIONS

1

I
I
I
I

egallevels of budgetary control are not the only restriction on agencies' financial
management capabilities. Agencies given authority by the legislature to transfer
monies between programs within their budget still cannot do so without written
approval from the Department of Finance. To obtain this approval, agencies must fill out
a request fonn documenting the need and amount to be transferred. The executive budget
officer assigned to the agency then reviews the request and, if it is approved, sends a
copy to the legislative finance committees to infonn them of the change.

L

The Department of Finance processes three types of transfers:

•

I

I

The rationale for monitoring interfund transfers is to establish an audit trail. All
changes in the level of a fund need to be recorded. Thus, maintaining a record of
interfund transfers is justified.

I
I

•

I
I

I

j

J

Intrqfimd transfers. These transfers occur within the same fund in an agency. These
are the most common type of transfer in the cabinet-level agencies. In FY 92, more
than 3,456 intrafund transfers were approved by the Department of Finance. The use
of intrnfund transfers varied by agency. The Department of Human Services
requested the most transfers, 714, while the Department of Human Rights asked for
three. The transfers varied in amount from $1.64 to $80,556,700.
The processing of such a large number of transfers requires a significant amount of
time and paperwork from program managers, agency management, and Department
of Finance staff. According to the Department of Finance, these requests are almost
always approved. Because the monies are being transferred between activities in the
same fund, they should not require the intense approval process used for interfund
transfers.

I
I

Inteljimd transfers. These transfers occur between funds and can include transfers
between and within agencies. For example, MnDOT may want to transfer some of
its general fund appropriation into the trunk highway fund, because the majority of
programs in the department's budget are in that fund. In FY 92, there were about
871 interfund transfers, the majority of which took place in MnDOT.

•

Reprogramming transfers. These transfers are requested when an agency undergoes
a change in structure or programming so that the budget allocation no longer
matches the structure of the agency. Some appropriation bills are written in which
funds do not match the agency's program structure.

f
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I
In FY 92, the Department of Finance processed 31 reprogramming transfers that

involved a total of 145 transactions and $18,651,070. Seventy-three percent of these
transfers were already authorized by statutory or rider language; the remaining 27
percent were for restructuring of the organization.
Because so many were already approved, these reprogramming transfers are an
unnecessary step, particularly as a control. If the Department of Finance and the
legislature need to be informed when the transfers actually took place, this could be
done after the transfers are made. Seeking approval from the Department of Finance
and informing the legislature prior to transferring these funds is a duplicative
process.

I

I
!
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Findings
1

•

•

•

The use of transfers differs widely across state agencies. While such agencies as
MnDaI' make many transfers every year, others, such as Human Rights, use
transfers only rarely. This discrepancy can be attributed largely to the size and
complexity of the agency's budget. However, all cabinet agencies had some transfer
activity during the last fiscal year.
The number and size oftransfers make them a significant issue. Although this issue
may not appear to be significant when compared with complement control or the
"use it or lose it" paradox, transfers are important because of their number and the
time spent processing them.

Most transfers require less strict monitoring. Monitoring of interfund transfers is
needed for the yearly audit of accounts, but the bulk of transfers, which are intrafund
and reprogramming transfers, can be monitored less strictly.

Conclusions
•

•

Transfer restrictions represent an excessive amount of control. The difficulty in
transferring money demonstrates an excessive and unnecessary amount of multilayered control over the manager's flexibility in managing program resources. The
legislature controls the manager's actions by appropriating money at several different
levels of budgetary control. The Department of Finance and the legislature further
control the manager's actions by requiring that all transfers go through the
Department of Finance approval process before they can occur.
Control, instead of accountability, is stressed. Transfer restrictions are another
example of using up-front controls instead of end accountability. Providing the
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needed transfer infonnation to elected and appointed officials should be possible
without using these time-consuming and inefficient control systems.
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Recommendations
9. The transfer process for inteifund transfers slwuld remain the same.
Because it is important to establish an audit trail for all state funds, monitoring
interfund transfers should continue in the same way. This provides sufficient
information on the flow of monies between funds for the yearly audit.

10. Agencies slwuld bepennitted to transfer monies betweenprograms within the same
fund witlwut authori:lJltion. The agency could infonn the Department ofFinance
and the chairs ofthe appropriate legislative committees of the transfer once it is
completed.
Requiring agencies that have already received intrafund transfer authorization in
riders to their appropriation bill to go through the approval process is duplicative and
unnecessary. Agencies that have such legislative authorization should be able to make
those transfers without any further approval process.

11. An agencies slwuld be given standard transfer authority in statute.
Providing transfer authority in riders to the appropriations bills results in different
agencies having different authority to transfer monies within their budgets. To
standardize financial management across the state, all agencies should be given a
standard authority to transfer monies at a level determined by the legislature.
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COMPLEl\tIENT CONTROL
:I
: 1

,I
,I
I

1

1

I
,I
,I
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omplement control is a mechanism that establishes a limit on the approved number of complement employees an agency may have at any time. The complement
includes all full-time, pennanent positions, expressed as full-time equivalents
(FI'RI), regardless of which fund or appropriation pays for them. An agency may exceed
its complement only in cases of public necessity or emergency, and to do so, it must
obtain written approval from the Legislative Advisory Committee.

C

According to M.S. 16A.123, the complement does not include part-time employees, seasonal or intennittent positions, summer student workers, service employees, preservice
trainees, repair or construction employees, employees with a pending workers'
compensation claim, or employees in the Department of Military Affairs paid entirely by
federal funds.
Complement control W3S originally established when agency rosters were fully funded.
Agencies received one appropriation for salaries and another for supplies and expenses,
along with a few separate appropriations for special items. The budget for salaries was
developed by annualizing the cost for each position on the roster for the next biennium,
including any new positions that have been approved. At that time, this served as a
control on the actual number of staff in an agency.
When the state switched from using a line-item expenditure budget to a modified program
budget in the mid-1970s, the staff roster W3S no longer funded separately. Thus,
complement control is no longer a useful tool. It is not used by the legislature for
detennining an agency's budget, nor is it an accurate count of the number of employees
in an agency. The control of the number of staff at an agency is now more directly
affected by available funding than by the authorized positions in the appropriations bills.

Complement control in other states

I

In 1989, the DNR contacted several other midwestern states to detennine how their
employment levels were controlled. 22 It found that:

I

• Iowa and Wisconsin have a complement control similar to Minnesota's: specific limits
are set that can be adjusted only by the legislature.

I

• In Ohio, the Office of Budget Management can approve incremental increases, but

I

22Minnesota

I

Department of Natural Resources, Department of Natural Resources Use of
Complement (St. Paul: Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 1989), p. 23.
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legislative approval is needed to create major new,Programs.
• Michigan has no restrictions on complement. Only funding limitations determine an
agency's staffing.

I
Findings
• The complement number includes onlyjidl-time pennanent employees. It excludes parttime, seasonal, and temporary hires. Many agencies, however, have a significant
number of part-time, seasonal, or temporary employees.

f

I,

• The control is related to an established number ofpositions and has no relationship
to thefunds available. Although the complement number is part of the budget, it is not
directly related to funding decisions.

• Complement figures are not an accurate reflection of the number of employees in an
agency. These figures often do not reconcile with the Department of Employee
Relations rosters because the rosters include all positions within an agency, while
complement includes only full-time, permanent positions.

[:
[

Conclusions

I

• Complement does not reflect real employment levels. Agencies can use temporary and

[

part-time positions to inflate their roster despite complement control. Agencies can also
have vacant positions without eliminating the complement associated with those
vacancies. Holding complement positions open in this way can allow agencies to hire
in the future without having to go through the process of requesting a change in their
complement numbers.

• Complement control restricts a manager's ability to make stqffing decisions. A
manager's flexibility is limited when he or she does not have the ability to hire an
employee when he or she deems it necessary. Even if an agency can afford an
additional full-time position and it may be efficient to have that position, it cannot
create that position if it would result in exceeding the agency's approved complement.
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Recommendation
12. The complement control system slwuld be replaced with a system ofquarlerlyfuOtime equivalent reporling, already available through the stole payroO system and
used yearly to submiJ stole employment counts to the u.s. Deparlment of
Commerce for a nationwide comparison ofpublic employment.
The benefits to this approach are :
•

Employment levels are more accurately portrayed than with complement control.

•

Regular infonnation for a good comparison of employment data is provided

without an up-front control mechanism.
•

A better link is established with work force planning.

•

Control of agencies' work force growth is by their budget rather than by an
artificial limit on complement.
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IMPLE:MENTATION STRATEGIES
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Performance-based budgeting
1. A perfonnance-based budgeting systemfor the state should be endorsed by the 1993
Legislature so that the system can be fully implemented for the 1996-97 biennial
budget.
Perfonnance accountability is a lengthy process. In order to sub.mit the best possible
perfonnance data to the governor and the legislature next biennium, agencies would
need time to continue to do strategic planning and develop perfonnance indicators.
If agencies were to know in 1993 what they are expected to do for the next biennium,
they would have enough time to develop and use good perfonnance indicators both
in internal decision-making processes and in the biennial budget submitted to elected
officials.

2. A requestforproposal should be preparedas soon as possible to contractforperformance-based budgeting planning and development se1Vices.
Many agencies would need help in developing a perfonnance-based budget. The
degree and type of assistance needed would differ based on each agency's experience
with planning and measurement and its available internal resources to do the work.
Some agencies are relatively well situated to do performance-based budgeting. Others
may not have even completed a strategic planning process. To give the least
experienced agencies adequate time to develop their performance accountability
systems, the available resources should be identified as soon as possible.

3. Legislators should be brUifed on the development and use ofa perfonnance-based
budget.
Because the legislature makes the ultimate decisions on resource allocation, it must
be involved in any discussion of the process and/or use of performance measures. To
:facilitate that involvement, legislators should be regularly briefed on the use and status
of performance-based budgeting.

4. Agency managers and other staff members should receive training on the development and use ofperfonnance-based budgeting and the perfonnance accountability
system.

I
I

I

Agency managers and other staff members are responsible for articulating their goals
and objectives and then measuring their program results. They must, therefore, fully
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understand perfonnance budgeting and how to implement it. This process was begun
by the Department of Finance and Minnesota Planning training sessions for 1994-95
biennial budget preparation. The process should be expanded to include more agency
staff for more intensive hands-on training.

Control mechanisms
5. The legislature should pass legislation that eliminates complement control and
aOows agencies to carry fonvard monies across fiscal years when such funds are
to be usedfor investments thot would result in increased efficiency or effectiveness.
These control mechanisms create a disincentive for efficient program management.
They should be eliminated from the statutory language, and the more flexible system
recommended by CORE should be established.
6. Restrictions on intrafund and reprogramming transfers should be eliminated

immediately.
These transfers involve a cumbersome and duplicative process for agencies that are
already authorized by the legislature to carry them out. Eliminating these restrictions
would require a change in regulations developed and enforced by the Department of
Finance but no statutory change.

7. The legislature should decrease the number of legal levels of budgetary control as
the peifonnance-hased budget develops.
Because perfonnance-based budgeting is being implemented only at the agency level
in the 1994-95 biennial budget, legislators may not be entirely confident of the
capabilities of this new method of resource allocation. As a result, they may want to
eliminate antiquated levels of budgetary control immediately and maintain others until
perfonnance-based budgeting begins to provide them with the kind of infonnation
they need to make decisions.
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Implementation cost
The CORE .recommendations would require increased effort as budgetary processes were
redirected towards planning and measuring results. Some agencies, such as the
Department of Revenue, are already undertaking perfonnance-based budgeting efforts
within their current budgetary constraints.

I
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Case studies show that where agencies do need assistance in establishing a perfonnanee-

based budget, the costs involved are minimal.
Based on current Management Analysis Division consulting rates of $66 per hour, the
consulting costs for each of the case study agencies would be $24,000 for the Office of

!
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Waste Management, $6,000 for the Department of Transportation State Road Construction Program, and $14,850 for the Community College System. The m~ority of these
costs would be temporary. Once a planning process was laid out and structures designed
to create performance measures, the ongoing costs of agency staff time to maintain the
system would be significantly less than the initial costs.
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SUMMARY

,I

I
!I
,

I
I

ORE's recommendations, if adopted, would produce an improved budgeting and
financial management system for the state that emphasizes accountability for
results instead of control over inputs. Rather than dealing with process, this new
system would focus on the outcomes of state services and the end users of state systems.
The new system would include the following elements:

C

•

A continuous performance management system that supports performance-based
budgeting. Instead of focusing on inputs, such as dollars spent, the performance
management system would make state government accountable for the ultimate results
of its programs. It would also facilitate comparison of cost vs. outcome for various
programs.

• The elimination of impediments to managerial flexibility, including limits on carrying
forward monies between fiscal years, numerous and inconsistent legal levels of
budgetary control, and the lack of investment incentives.
• Increased managerial accountability through regular, periodic performance and
financial management reporting.
• The replacement of outdated administrative systems for complement control with
work force planning and FIE reporting.

:I
! )
I

I

:I

By turning the state's budgeting and financial management systems away from outdated
and unnecessary command-and-eontrol provisions and toward end-result accountability,
the actions recommended here would make the state's financial systems more consistent
with CORE's vision for state government as mission-<lriven, outcome-oriented, efficient,
responsive to clients, and respectful of stakeholders.
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APPENDIXB
CASE STUDY AGENCY BUDGETS

1994-95 Biennial Budget

AGENCY:

•
•

Office of Waste M.nagement
•
•

MISSION STATEMENT:
The miuion of the Office of W.1te M.nagement (OWM) i. to protect !he environment.nd conserve
reaoun:e. by planning .nd f.cilitating management of .olid, hazardous and induatri.l .... Ite in
Minncaota. The OWM atrive. to be !he molt reaponsive aad farsighted .gency in alate government.

•

3.
The OWM .ccomplishca ita mi..ion by:
•
•
•
•

Idcntifyinr current and evolving critical waite iaue. f.cilJi Minncaola.
Rcacan:hing .nd promoting practical.ad coat-effective .olutiona to ....Ite reneration .nd w.1te
management.
Cau.ing viaible change in the .ttitude••nd behavior of !he people of Minncaota regarding
w.1te .nd .... Ite management.
Recommending policy positiona where legisl.tion'may be .dvantageou•.

Working wi!h busineu aad industry to reduce negative impacta on !he environment.
Providing education .nd leadership to potenti.l new businessea to help !hem minimize
!heir future impacta on !he environment.
Educating Minnesotans about how !heir purch.sing choice••ffect !he environment.
Working wi!h local wa.te mansgers to assist !hem wi!h managing the heavy
environmental burdens !hey h.ve inherited due to poor choice. of !he paat, and reducing
or eliminating any burden we leave to our children.
Ensuring our outdoor recreational resoun:e....i11 not be acarre:c1 or polluted by improperly
dilp<*d of ....Ite.

A Prosperous People many can prosper.

People want a stale where aU can aIIain a livelihood and

The future presenta opportunities to h.rmonize global economic developmeot and
environmental protection goal.. Many of these opportunitiea .re in the area of pollution
prevention. Pollution prevention differs from pollution control .nd w.1te management. It
involves .ddre.sing pollution .t ita aource of generation .nd eliminating wute••ad poll'!lanta
before !hey .re created.
Compelling economic reason. for shifting !he emphaai. from control to prevention include:

The office seck- to help Minnesotana to reduce waste .t ita aoun:e, to reuse wherever pouible, to
recover re8<!Urce. from waste in practical .nd cost-effective w.y., .nd to deal responsibly wi!h the
residu.l•.

•
•
•
•

MINNESOTA MILESTONES:
The 5 general !heme. of !he MinnclOlll Milestone vision .nd how !hey .re supported by !he
Minncaota OWM.

J.

•
•

2.

Market development .ctivities .Iso promote •• prolperou. people· by foltering development
of new buaineaaca .nd growth of ealabliahed companies •• !he OWM help. find ....y. to use
secondary (recycled) materiala in their producta.

A Caring and Secure Community - People want to live in neighborhoods and
communities where they and their families are physically and emotionally secure.
While atride. in technology h.ve yielded !he molt enjoy.ble creature comforU !he earth has
ever known, !helC adv.ncementa have sometime. created !hreata to !he physical accurity of our
people by polluting our environment.
The OWM'. miaion includes ehangingc:oDlllUDel" beh.vior to promote beh.vior that will
protect our CDvitOlllDCRl.
Minnesotana will have the bcst possible chance for. bcaJtby life as it i. affected by their
enviroDmClllo if...e improve ourwaate managemeDtay&tema.

Our Surroundings world.

Minnesotans hope for

Q1I

reduced raw material uage .nd costa,
reduced liabilitie. usociated wi!h landfall cleanup••04 human heal!h-related .....auita,
reduced treatment and diapoaal costa, .nd
increased willingne•• on the part of banb to lend to ·clean companie.· .nd insurance
comp.nie. to provide coverage to companies ...i!h few environmcntal compliance
problema.

4.

Learning - People want Minnesotans ofaU ages to be able to develop their ralelll.r
10 /heir fulkst potential.

The OWM providca ongoing public education to inform !he public of peudent ....ate
management measurea, and new concepta reg.nting how they can eMrciac more
environmentally COJIIICioua deci.ioRl in the marketplace.
By emphasizing leadership .nd education in !hese .rea., ra!her !h.n regulation and
enforeemcnt,!he OWM will:

Q1Iraetive. healJhy and sustainable

The mission, existing programs and future agenda of !he OWM are focused on:

•
•

Internalize lifelong skill. for good citizenship in .rea. that relate to proper ltewanlahip
.nd conservation of our natural resources.
Create a basc oftechnic.llcnow-how in Minnesota that can position Minnesota bu.ine.se.
at the forefront of environmental engineering economic opportunities nationwide.

1994-95 Biennial Budget
AGENCY:
Office of Waste Management
(Continuation)

5.

We the People - Minnesotans wanl government and political processes thai are
responsive, cost-qrective, Curd able to solve problems.
Minneaotalll want a cuatomer and aervice oriented government:

•

•

Our mission requires Ihe OWM Ilaff and management to be in penon-to-perllOn contact
with memben of Ihe public and local officials in courlhOUIleS, town halls and city council
chamben Ihroughoutlhe illite.
The OWM places high priority on soliciting citizen input and being relpOl1lIive to Ihe
needs of our conllituenta. This office is aerved by 4 advisory committees with a tota1
membership of over 60 MinnelOlal1ll from diverse walb of life. Theile committees
review and offer insight on office policy and deciaiol1ll regarding solid and hazardous
waate mal1llgement,granta to local government, market development and waite education.

CLIMATE:
The OWM provides technical, financial, educational and informational aervices to improve waste
management.
Shifta in dernognphics and technology, and Ihe costa oflhat technology, create significant challenges
for MinnelOla .. we deal with waste management.
MinnelOlal1ll have made great Ilrides in Ihe beginning Ilages of recycling. Altitudes are changing.
Collection of 'poll~ol1llUmer'producta is impressive. The problem is one of effective, long-term
market development. Great progress h.. been made in collecting recyclables; Ihe challenge is to
market them. One of the OWM'a miuiolll is to auill Ihe marketplace in Ihe development of viable
poat-eonlUmer product marketa.
History haa proven that regulation is not Ihe only al1llWer. Buainell and induatry want to do Ihe right
Ihing. Oft.en, Ihe problem is one of lack. of informatioD and asaislanCe. The OWM effectively
addrclllCs Ihat problem.
In order to effectively addresalhe reality of Ihe growing solid waste management problem, we must
continue to influence the beliefa lIS well as Ihe everyday practicea of Ihe penon on the street. We
mull influence both industry and private citizens by educating Ihem to malee wise purchasing lind
manufacturing deeiaiol1ll that result in reduced waste lind toxicity of waste.

Because Ihe OWM is non-regulatory in nature, it is well positioned to worle in partnership with
business, industry, other government agencies, and Ihe general public to manage change in a

complex and critical problem area.
AGENCY BUDGET PLAN:
Over Ihe past decade, Minnesota haa made significant Ilrides in Ihe field of waste management.
Counties are developing extensive and IUcceaaful recycling prognma. Over half of the countiea in
the Iltate are utilizing solid waste proceaaing facilitiea for some portion of their waste. Increasingly,
counties are working together cooperatively in regional solid waite managcmeotactivitiea. The Ilatc
is developing sophisticated induatrial and hazardous waite management aylteD18 and ia moving
towards achieving a successful integrated waste management syltem which providea economic and
environmental aecurity to ita citizel1ll.
Aa improvementa are made in 'lhe state's solid, industrial, and hazardoua waste management
infrastructure, the technical and financial assistance needed to develop and BUlllIin that infrallrUCture
change. The OWM intends to modify ita prograrl1ll to recognize and build upon put auc:ccu and
recognize and addrcu areas of current need.
1h~ OWM wiU restruclUre lIS llIkmal organiuzlion and st41Jing aIIocations In onkr ro best ~~t the
current nuds oj lIS cusromers:

• Continue to re-focus county solid waate management planning and technical auillance activitiea
to simplify county plllnning requircmenta and OWM review procedures, and redirectllaff efforta
to oIher OWM prognm areaa.
• Provide greater IllIffing emphaaia for OWM program areas IUch as aource reduction, problem
materials management, toxic materiala management, and pollution prevention.
• Dedicate staff to a policy development unit to coordinate the reporting, policy development, and
legislative needs OD the illite and federal level; provide reaearch and data enhancement, and to
lead and coordinate office croaa unit learl1ll.
• Our IlUdies show the value oftechnicalaaaiatance to our cuatomen. Therefore we recognize that
the provision of technical aervices by OWM ataff to clieDla ia a hieh priority activity, and need
to enaure thatllaff reaources are lUatained and fOltered.
• Focus on providing technical asaiatanee to thoae localgovernmenta molt in need of help in order
to achieve program IUCCca for all counties.
• Develop internal graphics capability in order to aave contract fees and provide more efficient and
timely acrvice.

QUTCOMFSi
• The illite of Minnesota is known .. a leader in waite management, specifically in the area of
recycling. Three counties in MinnelOla have won national recycling awards.
• The OWM is appreciated by our conatituenta for our quality of aervice.
• Relationships with .n our conatituenta are open, expeditious and cOllllrUctive.
• OWM cOl1lltituenta play an active role in our decision making proce...
• The resources Ihe state of MinnelOla appropriates to support our ageney are spent as efficiently
and effectively as possible while achieving our mission.

----,,--I

1994-95 Biennial Budget
AGENCY:
Office ofWuae M.nagement
(Continuation)

F.Y. 1991 F.Y. 1992 F.Y. 1993 F.Y. 1994 F.Y. 1995
Percentage of IOlid w.1Ie
recycled
Solid ....1Ie generated (millioDi
ofloDl)
Percenta,e of countiea p.rticip.ting
in fonnal multi~ounty PI'OC~
or diapoulayllema
A 10~ reduction in reported toxic
chemical releuea or traDifen in
each year of the biennium
(In milliona of pounds)
(BaKel on c.lendar year)
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33

35

38

40

42

4.46

4.48

4.5

4.55

4.6

36

47

57

68

73

36.4

29.1

26.2

23.6

21.2

1994-95 Biennial Budget

PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Business Assistance
Office of Waste Management

PROGRAM PURPOSE:
The Business Assistance program exilltll to provide technical and financial assistance to commercisl
and industrial businesses to promote prevention of pollution at the IOUrce of generation, use of
recycled materials, and improved management of IOlid and hazardous waste.
This program addresses to the Minnesota Milestones theme of "Our Surroundings· within this
theme, the program contributea directly to the attainment of 2 goals: I) Minnesotans will respect
the natural world; and 2) We will improve the quality of the air, water, and earth.
Under the first goal, the Office of Waste Management's (OWM) IOlid waste IOUrce reduction,
recycling market development, and problem materials management activities contribute directly to
the attainment of the indicator: ·Solid waste not recycled (tons per peraon).· [Note: the OWM has
recommended that this indicator be revised; believing that measurement of other solid waste aspects
would more effectively measure progreaa.)
Under the second goal, the OWM's pollution prevention and Minnesota Technical Assistance
Program (MnTAP) activities contribute directly to the attainment of the following indicators: I)
Toxic chemicals released or transferred, and 2) Quantity of hazardous waste generated and properly
managed.

OUTCOMES:

Source Reduction
Number of practical cost effective
source reduction methods defined
as a result of this program

F.Y. 1991 F.Y. 1992 F.Y. 1993 F.Y. 1994 F.Y. 1995

5

10

20

35

50

3,500

6,200

29,500

169,000

•

Recycling Market Development
Increased market capacity for
recyclable. resulting from technical
IlIsistance and grant\loana already
awarded (in tons\year)·

Increased market capacity for recyclables resulting from technicalllSsistance only: 4O,oootons\year
established in 1991 and 120,000 tons\year scheduled to come on line in 1994.
Client satisfaction: Based on CORE September" 1992 IUrvey results: 100% clients surveyed felt
services receive were important. 93.1 % of respondents rated quality of technical assistance good,
very good or excellent.
• The F.Y. 1993 funding round'., objective is to fund 3 to "5 projects to come on line F.Y. 1995 .
Plan to open one more funding round in 1994-95 with the goal of funding 3 to 5 capacity related
projects for materials with minimal existing market capacity.

PoDution Pre"ention and MnTAP
In ad(/ition, the office uses other indicators to measure progress toward these. Milestones goal•.
These are described under the ·Outeome." and Objectives· sections.

PRQSPECTS:
II

II

II

Minnesotans generate approximately 4.3 million tons of solid waste per year. Thi. amount has
increased dramatically in recent yean and i. projected to increase to approximately 6 million tons
per year by 2020. Effective mealUre. to reduce the amount ofsolid waste generated are needed.
The OWM will increase its technical a..istance efforta to help solve this problem.
Minnesota collects 33 % of its solid waste for recycling. While private sector markets exist for
most collected materials, the economic recession and low prices for virgin raw materials continue
to cause recyclable materials to have linle monetary value. More competitive markets and other
strategic measures are needed to solve this problem.
Recent federal law. requiring the reponing of toxic chemicals released to the environment of
major businesses have indicated the 66 million pounds of toxics are released in Minnesota per
year. The goal of the OWM'. pollution prevention activities to work with business to reduce the
amount of toxic releases through in-plant procedural and engineering improvements.

C.Y. 1991 C.Y. 1992 C.Y. 1993 C.Y. 1994 C.Y. 1995
36.4

29.1

26.2

23.6

2\.2

69,047

70,400

71,800

73,200

74,600

A 2% reduction in the amount of
manifested hazardou. waste that is
managed at a hazardous waste landfills

17%

16%

15%

14%

13%

A 3 % increase in the amount of
manifested hazardous waste that is
recovered for reuse

65 %

66%

67%

68%

70%

A 10% reduction in reported toxic
chemical release. or transfers in
each year of the biennium.
(10 millions of pound.)
A reduction in the manifested
amount of hazardou. industrial waste
(in tons)··

•• Assumes that economic growth, more stringent regulations, and increased enforcement will force
more hazardous waste into the state's management system. Therefore, although an increase is
shown, this increase is much smaller than if no pollution prevention activities occurred.

1994-95 BieoaiaI Budget

PROGRAM:
BuaiDeu Alaillanee
AGENCY:
Office oCWute Management
(Continuation)

QBJECTIYFS:

5. MnTAP
• A lOS reduction in reported toxic chemicaJ releaael or aranafera in each year oCthe biennium.
• A reduction in the generation of hazardous induatriaJ waste !hat il conaistent wi!h the Ilate'l
goal of a 39 S reduction (adjusted for increased economic growth) by 2009. ADalylil will be
carried out during !he coming biennium to allUre that !he alIte il on target .0 achieve thi.
overall goal.
• A 50S reduction in the release of 17 targeltoxic chemicals reported by companiesarticipating
in !he Minneaota 50 project, to be accompliobed by the ead oC the biennium.

1. Solid Walle IOUrce reduction
• Amount of reduction in Ilatewide generation of .olid waste.
• Amount of IOUrce reduction achieved by projecta RCeiving grant and loan a...ard•.
• Number of new practical, COlI effective IOUrce reduction lcchniquea identified !hrough grant
and loan a...arda.
• Number oC organizatioDi and compaDie. that adopt IOUrce techniquea identified with the
auillaDce of !he office of WIllie management.
• The progre.a of minnelOta in meeting ita goal of a 2S ~ reduction in packaging aent to landfill,
walle-to-energy, and municipallOlid walle (IlIA') compoaling facilitiea by 1995.

• 80S of the buaillClael and o!her organizatioDi that contact MnTAP Cor lcchnica1auillaoco
will use the assistance they RCeive to ei!her reduce !heir wute gener1ltion, prevent releaaea
of toxic pollutanta, or improve their hazardOUI or induatrial walle management methodl.

2. Recycling market development
•
•
•
•

Increased market capacity for RCyclablel reaulting from grant and loan a...arda.
Increased market capacity for RCyclablel reaulting from technicaJ allillance.
Amount of increaae in procurement of RCycled producta by minneaota ItaIe government.
Amount of increase in procurement of RCycled producta by local governmenta in tocal and
through use of !he alate'l Cooperative Purchasing Program.
• Amount ofincreaae in procurementof RCycled producta by Minneaota'i private and non-profit
acetol'.
3. Problem Materiall Management
• A 20S inereaae in the amount of problem materiaJl aepanled from IOlid walle aad properly
RCycled 01' otherwiae managed.
4. Pollution Prevention
• A reduction in the generatioa of hazardoua induatriaJ walle that ia conaillent with the alIte'l
goal of a 39~ reduction (adjUlled for increaaed economic growth) by 2009. Analyaia will be
carried out during the coming biennium to allUre that the Ilate il on target to achieve thia
overaUgoal.
• A 50~ reduction in the release of 17 target toxic chemicalI reported by companiel
participating in !he MinnelOta SO project, 10 be accompliobed by !he end of !he biennium.
• At least 50~ oC the alIte agenciea named in Govenior'l Executive Order 91-17 will have
implemented at leaat one apecific pollution prevention projecL
• A 20~ reduction in pollution caused by alIte and local governmentagenciea.
• At least 80~ of the projecta awarded pollution preventiongranta by !he OWM will accomplish
a reduction in pollution a. a result of grant-funded activitiel.

406-prOl.wat
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BUDGET ACTIVITY:
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Martet Development
Busines' Assistance
Office of Waste Msnagement

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:
The Office of Waste Management', (OWM) Recycling Market Development activity is intended to
auist in the development of a sustainable recycling infrastrocture in Minnesota. Minnesota collects
over 30% of its solid Wllste for recycling. However, new markets and policies are needed to ensure
the use of these materials in the manufacturing of new products and justifY the past, present and
future citizen inveSlmen1s in recycling.
The OWM's focus in developing markets has been to provide financial, technical, and educational
assistance to clients to increase the use of recyclable materiala and demand for recycled products.
10 addition, !hia program coordinates other martet development activitiea within !he state.
There are high expectations and strong demand for the servicea provided by this program from a
wide variety of clientele. Clients include: local government, private busineaaes, non-profit
organizations, state officials, industry associations, and citizens. Increased focus on technical
assistance and the developme~tof supportive incentives is proposed for the future.

F.Y.I991 F.Y, 1992 F.Y.I993 P.Y.I994
Increased market capacity resulting
from technical allSistance and
grant\1oallll already awarded

3,500

6,200

29,500

169,000

F.y.

1995

•

Increased market capacity for recyclables rewlting from technicalas.istance only: 40,000 toOll\year
established in 1991 and 120,000 tollll\year .cheduled to come on line in 1994.
No. of requesta for information
per year
No. of preaentations per year
No. of funded applied research\
feaaibility study projects completed

4,000

4,800

4,800

4,800

4,800

48

48

48

48

48

3

1

7

4-10

5-10

Client lIlItisfaction: Based on CORE September 1992 survey remIts: 100% clients IlUrveyed felt
services received were important. 93.1 % of reapondenlll rated quality of technical asaistance
good,very good, or excellent.

REVENUE;
This activity does not generate revenues. Loan replllymenlllwill be retu~ to the geocral fund.

BUDGET ISSUES:

GRANTS:
Minnesota has been and continues to be s national leader in rec-ycling and market development
activities. One result of these efforts ia new manufacturing expansion in MinnellOts. Having a
combination of strong state policies, technical assistance and the capability for financial aaaistance
has allowed OWM to lecure new and expanded remanufacturing businell8CS in Minnesota.
The OWM uses market development grants and loans to promote private investment in thia area.
The critical elements of this financial aid program are: 1) systematic and in-depth analysia of private
lector market proposals; 2) prioritization of materiala requiring market expansion; and 3)
contributing sufficient capital to leverage final commitments lind actual facility developmem in the
stllte.

This activity administers 3 financialalllilltllloce progra£llll authorized in M.S. Section 115A.48 (1990),
administered under Minnesota Rules 9210J16oo to 9210.0645:
The county granl\1oan program provides grants to counties and non-profil organizations for up 10
75 % of costa for IlOn-capital projects and loans to private busioc8ll for up to 50% of costa for capital
projects.
The Capital Usn program provides low-interest loans to businessea ane: non-profit organizatioOll for
up to 50% of costs for eligible capital projects.

EFFICIENCy\EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES:
Outcomes measured by the OWM for ibis activity area relate to the number of gmnta and loallll
awarded and reaultant projects aucceaafully implemented. 10 addition, the OWM mcallUred
improvements in recycling markets through new market espacity developed with the benefit of
technical IIllSistance from the OWM, and through qualitative reporta from program cuillomen.
Market development staffprovide extensive technical expertise aupportlo local and state government
staff, private businessea and the general public. Effectiveoeas of this allSistaoce is meBlIUred by daily
responses to requests for information, JPublic preaentstioOll to clientele, and extensive informa~
development and dissemination.
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BUDGET ACTIVITY:
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Source Reduction
Busineu Assistance
Office of Waste Management

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:
Reducing the amount of waste produced by business and households ill one of our highest waste
management prioritielll. Source Reduction prognms merit lop priority. By reducing the amount of
wlid waste requiring management, genentor1l IUB well IlIII the state will enjoy both economic and
environmental benefita. Reduction will .110 help conierve natural relOUrces and energy.
The Office of Waste Management (OWM) will provide technical auistance to commercial and
manufacturing businesses todemonstnlte the numerous benefits and variety of approachea to source
reduction. OWM allO provides IOUrce reduction awstancc to local units of government and
institutions.

EFFICIENCY\EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES:

F.Y. 1991 F.Y. 1992 F.Y. 1993 F.Y. 1994 F.Y. 1995
No. of businellll, institutional,
and governmentlOUrce reduction
programs permanently adopted
Percentage of MinnellOta'll IIOlid
waste reduced through the adoption of
specific source reduction methods
No. of projects Iluccessfully
implemented

5

11

40

100

250

<I

2

3

4

S

10

20

40

80

130

REVENUE:

None

GRANTS:
Solid waste reduction gnnts
SuuuIory A-uzhority: M.S. IISA.55

Purpose oj gronl: Provision of financial assistance for the purpose of implementing projecb or
practices to prevent or reduce the genention of IIOlid waste. Grants may 81110 be used to fund madiel
needed to determine the financial feasibility of a IOUrcC reduction project.
Recipients: Eligible applicants to the prognm include businesses, institutions, local unib of
government, and persons in MinnellOOl.
Eligibility criteria: Submitting of proposal satisfying the rulea of the program.

1994-95 Biennial Budget

BUDGET ACTIVITY:
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Pollution Prevention
Busineu Assistance
Office of Waste Management

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:
This activity accomplishelliitate pollution prevention goals through technical and financial assistance
to individwaJlIland organizations that use•.genente or release toxic pollutants. hazardous lIlublltancelD.
or hazardous waites. as well as citizens concerned about toxic or hazardous pollution in their locale.
Technical auistance includes usembling. cataloging and diueminsting infonnation on pollution
prevention; perfonnance of technical research on pollution prevention methods; and outreach
prognms including conferences. workshops. and mining programs. The activity also includes
collection of annual pollution prevention feel toolling approximstely $1 million; gnn~ to
organizations for pollution prevention prognms; awards to clientele for excellence in pollution
prevention; and prepantion of an annual Pollution Prevention EV!lluation Report.

EFFlCIENCX\EFfECTIVENESS MEASURES:

I11III

23.5

22.5

21.5

20.5

At least 50% of the state agencies named in governor's Executive Order 91-17 will have
implemented at least one specific pollution prevention p-:oject.

Percentage of named "state agencies
that implement at least 1 pollution
prevention project

10

F.Y. 1991
Type of Revenue:
NoIHIedicated - Gen'l
Dedicated - Special
Dedicated - Fedenl

$1,164

Dollars in Thousands
F.Y. 1992 F.Y. 1993 F.Y. 1994

$1.100

$1.100

$1.100

F.Y. 1995

$1.100

GRANTS:

C.Y. 1991 C.Y. 1992 C.Y. 19931 C.Y. 1994 C.Y. 1995
A 50" reduction in the release of
24.5
17 target toxic chemicals reported
in calendar year 1988 by companies
participating in the MinnellOla 50
project. to be accomplished by the
end of the biennium ( in millions of pounds)

pollutantlll released or waites genented. and theselll amountlll should decrease due to the IUcceu of
the pollution prevention lIIctivity. The decrealed pollution amountlll will. hmiVever. be countencted
by recent changes to fedenllaw that have increased. and will likely continue to increase. the number
of companies IIlUbject to the fee. Further. the 1992 Minnesota Legielature haa removed. effective
F.Y. 1994, the current cap of $30,000 on feel paid by anyone company. See M.S. HSD.12.lUbd.
2(8). The office is currently developing estimates of pollution prevention fees to be collected in
F.Y.s 1993-94. and 1995. The office is also considering entering into an agreement with the
MinnellOla Emergency Responae Commission (ERe) in which ERC would collect pollution
prevention feea along with other related feel already collected by ERC. Thil would anow fee payen
to receive only 1. nther than 3 or 4. fee invoicel.

20·

30

40

50

REVENUE:
The office's pollution prevention activity hu collected an annual fee that is dedicated to the
Environmental Fund. The fee is charged to certain companies that release toxic pollutants or
genente hazardous waste. The amount collected in F.Y. 1991 was $1.164 million. The office's
current base level appropriation from the Environmental Fund is $997.000. Thus. not all of the fees
collected are appropriated to the office for pollution p~vention activities. The office anticipate. that
the fee amount collected will change in future yean because the fee is baled upon amounb of

The office providell pollution prevention gnntlll to auillt clientele in achieving pollution prevention
goal. identified by the office, including pollution prevention research and implementation IIlctivitiea.
The gnntlll are authorized under M.S. 115D.04. IIlUbd. 3(b) and 115D.05. Eligible recipienbB are
penlOM who use. genente or release Roxic pollutants. hazardOUIll llIUbstancea. or hazardous wastes.
Criteria for selecting gnnt recipients are outlined in Minn. Rule. pta. 9205.0400 - .0445. aa well
alii in detailed Request for Propoula (RFPB) iaued for targeted gnm projecbB.

406-8c03.wat
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BUDGET ACTIVITY:

PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

MinnellOOa Technical Auistance Program (MnTAP)

Busineu .Asaimnce
Office of Wallte Management

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:
The MinnellOOa Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP) io operated by the Univenity of Minnesoca
through an annual grant from the office. The program, which hall 15 mff'members, provideo free,
non-regulatory technical and re.earch auistance to Minnesoca buoineuelll and odler organizatioWl in
preventing toxic pollution and eWlUring proper management of hazardous and industrial wallte.
MnTAP·. major .ecvicea include: lelephone a.stance, OD-lIIile visits, • IbIdent inlem program,
technical and educational resources, and worbbOPI and seminara.

EmCIENCY MEASURES:
C.Y. 1991 C.Y. 1992 C.Y. 1993 C.Y. 1994 C.Y. 1995
A 50" reduction in the release
of 11 target toxic chemicals
reported by companies participating
in the MinnellOOa 50 project, to be
accomplished by the end of the biennium.
(in miUiOWl of pounds per year)

24.5

23.5

22.5

21.5

20.5

Percentage of busines.ell and
odler organizatioWl receiving
MnTAP technical usistance
that act upon the usistance

75 "

80%

80%

80"

80"

REVENUE:
None

GRANTS:
None

1994-95 Bieonial Budget
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Citizen Outreach
Office of Waite Management

PROGRAM PURPOSE:

11IIII

11II

The citizen outreach program exista to inform and educate MinnellOtana about:
11II
11II

11II

Sound waste management practices.
The programs and assistance offered by the Office of Wallte Management (OWM) to improve
those practices.
The economic and environmental iuues faced by individuals and communities in making
personal, corporate or public policy decisiona about solid and hazardoul waste management.

An evaluation form with each copy of the curriculum will serve as III measure of teachen' view
of its effectiveness.
Teacher and student workshops: Teacher training seisiona and presentationa in schools and
classrooms have been given both by request from school. and by initiation from the Office of
Waste Management. More than 50 were conducted during 1992, reaching hundreds of teachen
and thousandlB of students.
Public education campaign: The SMART (Saving Money and Reducing Trash) Shopping
Campaign wall developed in early 1992 to fulfill a legislative mandate to provide statewide public
education on waste management and source reduction. Research on the waste and cOlt of
different types of packaging was conducted by the citizen outreach program. Information was
provided to consumen through materials designed to be displayed in grocery storea.

The campaign has appeared in several IIltores, and many more are poised to begin it in coming
months, including Il campaign at Cub Food,. Target IIltores will display material. created for
retail IIltores. Executives of these organizationa believe the campaign will be effective and will
enhance their own images.

PROSPECTS:
11II

Survey. conducted in the store. that have used the camplllign have shown that mod shoppen were
aware of the theme (SMART) and could remember some of the main points. The campaign hu
involved local organizations and communities in both putting on the campaign and helping to pay
for it.

Recycling - at least the individual'lI role in source-separation and collection - ill generally well
undemood and accepted in MinnellOla. Leu well understood are:
What happens after recyclablelllare collected.
How marketa for recyclable. are developed.
11II Why it is important to buy recycled-c:ontent producta.
11II Why recycling is expenaive.
Waste generation in Minnesota continues to rise. Source reduction, the belt meana of slowing
or stopping the increase in solid waste, is a relatively new concept to molt Minnesotans.
More environmentally protective wallte management.ystems are increasingly expenaive to build,
operate and maintain. At the same time, public resistance to siting new facilitielll illl likely to
continue or increase, lUI is public concern about the rising costa of wute management.
Business and industry concern about government regulation regarding use of toxic materials, and
product labeling and packaging, among other issues, is likely to continue or increase, making it
difficult to pus law. or mandates in these areal. Thil will elevate the role of educated consumer
choice (the marketplace) in Ilddreuing thelDC iUlies.
Educating children and college atudenta, the decision-maken of the next generation, is the key
to an environmentally and economically sound waite management future.
The general public is still critically uninformed about waste management technology including
landfills, incineraton and composting facilities.
11II

11II

11II

11II

11IIII

11II

11IIII

OUTCOMES:
11IIII

K-12 education: A curriculum developed and field-tested in Minnesota was distributed to
Minnesota schools in the fall of 1992. Hard copies of the curriculum will be available in limited
numbel1l. Schools will be able to get the curriculum in'its entirety or access its information on
a aubject by subject basis through use of the statewide educational computer network known lUI
-Minnesota Quick-Link-. In addition, the curriculum will be available on computerdislcs. This
use of technology will resull in III major savings in resources and approximately $50,000 in
printing and distribution costs.

11IIII

11II

11II

Conferences: In cooperation with other sectiona of the OWM, the citizen outreach prognm put
on 3 conference, and numerous workshops on pollution prevention and buying recycled produCla
during the pad 2 yean. The events were attended by thouunds of reprelDCwtives of busineu,
government, environmental organizationa and the genenl public.
Bi-monthly newsletter: The citizen outreach program publishes a bi-monthly newslette,r called
'"The Resource- with a current mailing lilt of more than 5,300, including local and state officials,
Wllll!lte management companies and professionalll, schools, environmental groups and interested
individuals. Reader surveys from the lalt year indicate that the publication is widely conaidered
as an important communications tool. An average of 20 people III month ask to be added to the
mailing lid.
.
Special projecta are an important medium for reaching larae Dumben of people. The public
information', 10,000 Iquare-foot building at the ita"te fair reached over 300,000 people during
the 1992 twelve (12) day run. The exhibit will also be availlllble for civic and educational loon
during the fall and spring of 1993-94.

OBJECTIVES:
Since the heart of the Citizen Outreach Program is communication, indicaton are qualitative rather
than quantitative. The number of news releases, for example, can't be used u a sole indicator of
effectiveness; their quality and the reaction to .the information contained in the news releases would.
if they could be measured. Success towards the goal of educating Minnesotana can be quantitatively
measured only over time, u behaviol1l and attitudes regarding waste are iceD to change. In the short
tenn, then, it is impossible to measure the ultimate effectiveness of communication; but it is possible
to see whether the program is using methods that are known to be effective meanlll of communicating.
The Citizen Outreach program main objectives for 1994-95 are to:

Teacher interest expressc:d at workshops, education conventions and other presentations was high.

1994-95 Biennial Budget
PROGRAM:

Citizen Outreach
Office of Walle Management
(Continuation)

AGENCY:

IIiI
IIiI

IIiI
III
III

IIiI
IIiI
IIiI

Increase public expomre to the services offered by the OWM.
Continue to use publicatioDll and proactive media relatioM to provide timely and accurate waste
management information to the public.
Broaden the acope of effoN to include busineu and industry.'
Promote the K-12 curriculum.
Increase involvement of civic orgllnizatioM in dissemination of wallte management information.
Address integrated IOlid walle management ismes.
Develop profeuional video programming for IiUtewide use.
Increase the use of computer technology for dissemination of information and thereby reduce the
amount of paper used.

EFFICIENCY\EffECTIVENESS MEASURES;
IIiI

IIiI

IIiI

News Releases: In the past year. the Citizen Outreach program developed over 50 news releases.
The majority of the releasell were distributed statewide to over 400 individual media outlets. A
significant number of the releases remlted in media inquiries or interviewil.
Media relations: The comrnunicatioDll philolOphy of the OWM is to be aggressively proactive.
As a result both of contactll made with media and of our growing reputation lUI an accurate IOUrce
on waste management issues. the office received more than 5S media inquiries remlting in
television. radio or newspaper interviewil in the last 6 montha. These inquiries included national
organizatioDll mch lIlI CBS-lV. aU of the Twin Cities outleta and newl organizatioDll from
Greater Minnewta.
An average of 20 people per month ask to be added to the "Resource" mailing Bill.

GRANTS:
SlalUlOry AUlhorlzy: M.S. 115A.012

Purpose ofgranl: To increase the creation and dissemination of educational materials concemina
waste management iamelll and to facilitate the development of comprehensive waite managemenl
prognma within educational facilities.
Reclpimts: Individuals. political lIIubdivillioDll. bUlllineu and indulU'y. achools. and oon-profit
organizatioDll. excluding the Metropolitan Cooncillllnd other ute agencies.

EligibiUzy crlterilJ: Gnnl proposall must demoDlltnte a creative and comprehensive approach to the
managemenl of solid W8*.
Factors used to tktennlne onwunt ofdid to nclplmz: Gnnllimits have been lid at SI0.000 for a
single project and a maximum of. $20.000 for district-wide projects. Gnnl amounts were determined
by research of avenge solid wallte managemenl prognm coils.

1994-95 BieonW Budget

PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Local Government AIIsistance
Office of Waste Management

II1II

II1II
II1II

Achieve reduction in statewide wlid waste generation rate (or decrease in level of annual
increase).
Meet statutory deadlines for wlid wallie designation review and approval activitiel.
Enable county compliance with legislative goals and mandatell.

PROGRAM PURPOSE:

PRQGRAM PLAN:

Provide aechnical and financial IIlI!lsistance to counties, cities, and ocher clients to promote the
development ofeconomically lIIOUnd and environmentally proleetive wlid wallie management systema.
Ovenee locallBOlid waite management activities to enmre compliance with state goals and policies.

The Office of Waste Management (OWM) Uses a number of policy and program-related Itntegies
to improve how it utisfiell ita respoDllibilitielli.
Policy-related auategies include:

PROSPECTS:
II1II

A number of facton impact the short term and long term program strategies and goals:
II
II
II
II

II
II

Ongoing IIItrong public support for the development of improved wlid wallie reduction,
recycling, proeeuing, and lllpeCial walltet management syltems;
Increasing developmenl of innovative wau management aechniques and public/private
management partnerships;
Ongoing COncerns on the state and local levels regarding the pnc:tical feasibility of developing
wlid waite compolting and incineration projects;
Ongoing negative impacts due to the availability of relatively inexpensive land disposal
capacity in first generation landfills and in out-of-state facilities which do not meet Minnesota
standards;
Diminishing financial relllOUrces on the state and local levels; and
County clientele getting more wphisticated in their expectations.

IIIIl
II1II

Program-related stntegies include:
II
II1II

II

OUTCOMES:
F.Y. 1991 F.Y. 1992 F.Y. 1993 F.Y. 1994 F.Y. 1995

II

Percentage of counties Iel'Ved
by proceuing facility

41

51

52

59

n

Percentage of counties participating
in formal multi-county proceum, 01'
diapoealsyltema

36

47

51

68

13

Percentage of countiel using landfills
meeting upgraded requirements

27

27

33

84

93

Percentage of countiel meeting statewide
waite reduction and recycling goall

70

80

100

100

100

Develop statewide usessment of regional need for oolid waste managemenl facilities in order to
determine the need for additional facility capacity in the state. The OWM will Ule the resulta
of this awdy to refine and focUll ita technical and financial assistance progruns.
Continue to emphasize pronw>t:ion of regionaloolid waite management lIylllema in Minnesota, and
will promote related statute changes.
Continue to promote optimal use of exilting processing and dispoul facilities.

II

II

II1II

II1II

Continue to revise planning and grant adminilltration rules as necellury to lItreamiine and clarify
those rules.
Continue to develop improved technical assistance tools for Ul!lC by local unita ofgovernment and
private facility and sYlltem developen. These will include improved plan development guidance
manuals and materials and aubject-specific technical assistance fact sheeta, newsletten, and other
materials.
. Continue to improve program liobges with the MinnellOta Pollution Control Agency and the
Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities.
Continue to reduce state ovenight over local prognama already meeting state goals and mandates
in order to concentrate financial and technicalauiliance on those local unita of government ffiOlIIt
needing help.
Continue to simplify county requirements regarding the reporting of expenditurell of state waite
reduction lind recyding pau-through grant funds and the improvements caullled by that funding.
Increaae local recycling program audit activities to auilt countiell in meeting state requiremenbl
and to develop materials documenting IIUcceuful prognma or Itntegies to share with other local
unita of government.
Increale efforts to disl!lCminate knowledge gained through the funding of the development of oolid
waite proceuing facilitiea and separation prognma.
Continue to maximize waste mansgement system improvement, foculling on working with local
decision maken and staff on state requirements and help those people develop prognama to meet
thOle stnategies. OWM activities will continue to place strong emphasis on assisting local
officials and enabling local IllUcc:eU.

OBJECTIVES:
II
II1II

II1II
II1II
iii

Provide technical assistance to ensure that all countiel have current approved county plan
updates.
For those counties where land disposal is the most feasible and prudent alternative maximize
number of counties using state-of-the-art facilities.
Insure that counties meet state and local waste reduction and recycling goall.
Maximize number of counties utilizing solid waste processing facilities and insure that all
counties use only state-of-the-art landfills when disposing of waste or processing residues.
Maximize number of counties expressing satisfaction with Office of Waste Management financial
lind technical assistance services.

406-pr03.wat
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1994-95 Biennial Budget

BUDGET ACTIVITY:
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Financial Assistance
Local Government Assistance
Office of Waste Management

iIIII

iIIII

Timetable - Of the 62 CAP funded projects. only 3 have required extensions beyond the allotted
time (2 years) to be finally designed. built. and begin operationa.
LOWTECH projects must be operated for at lealt three years. All LOWTECH projects have
been adopted lUI permanem programs after the expiration of the required period.

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

REVENUE:

The Office ofWute Management', (OWM) Local Government Assistance Program oveneesseveral
financial auistance programa which help ~innewta counties. citiel. and private developera develop
economically IOUnd and environmentally protective IOlid waste management sylkma. The Solid
Walk Procellsing Facilities Capital Auistance Program (CAP) provides financial auillanCe 10 local
unitl of government for the developmem of IOlid waite procellsing facilitiell abate the need for
landfills. The LOWTECH program auiu in the developmem of IOlid walk separation projects.
The CompOlll Utilization Program (CUP) is designed 10 enhance the utilization of compolt derived
from mixed municipal IOlid walk. The program .110 providel technical' auiunce 10 funded and
non-funded project developers. and makes the inform.ation learned from funded projects available
&0 other facility and program developers.

None

EFFICIENCY MEASURES:
F.Y. 1991

F.Y. 1992
89

F.Y. 1993

95

F.Y. 1994

95

F.Y. 1995

9S

Counties rating assistance related
to CAP and LOWTECH grants u
good. very good. or excellent

NA

CAP Projects: Funded\succeuful

1\1

1\1

3\3

5\5

1\8

10\10

12\10

0\0

4\4

4\4

LOWTECH Projects:
Funded\Succeaful
implemen1ed CAP and
LOWTECH projects

GRANTS:
Solid Waste Processing Facilities Capital Assistance Program (CAP)
SlalUlOry A.Ulhority: M.S. IISA.54.

Purpose ofgranl: Provide financial assistance to cities and counties to stimulate and encourage the
development of landfill abatement alt~mative8 such as solid waste recycling facilities. processing
facilities. and related tn·nsfer llltahona.
Recipienls: Eligible applicants to the programs are counties. cities. and IOlid waste management
districta.
Eligibility criteria: Submiual of funding application atisfying program roles.

F«lOn used 10 determine amount of aid 10 redpinal: M.S. IISA.54. IIUbd 2(a) lpeCifiel factors
uDed to determine amoum of aid. Eligible projects may receive gram funding up to $2,000.000 per
project. Some eligible projects can receive
ofcapital cost of the project; recycling and compost
projects can receive SO" of eligible costs to II maXimum of $2.000.000.

2S"

Solid Waste Separation Fin!,!!;,.

As.Wtaoce Program MTgID

SIsluIory A.Ulhorlty: M.S. 115A.53.

Other outcome metllllUre.:
iIIII

iIIII

iIIII

Implementation - The OWM haa evaluated essential outcome. related to both CAP and
LOWTECH grants awarded &0 local units ofgovernment. The evaluation indicatel that of a total
of 62 projects funded by the OWM using· CAP fundi. 60 have been implemented IBUcceufully.
LOWTECH haa funded 16 projects. IS have been IIUcceafully implemen1ed.
C~lIl - The projected capital cost of funded CAP projects hal been on the average within 6" of
the actual total capital COlli of projects once completed. Actual operation and maintenance
(O&M) colli for CAP funded projects have been on the average within 5" of the O&M cost
projected.
Throughput - Solid waste projects must been built with a useful life of 20 years. Of the 62
funded projects. only 6 have had insufficient capacity upon initial operation. Initially most
projects have had lOme excess capacity during the first yeara of operation. Of these projects 8S"
have made' thil capacity available &0 other political IIUbdivisions. thereby increaaing the actual
service area of these projects

Purpose of granl: Provide financial auiltance to public and private parties &0 promote the
development of innovative waite separation and collection projecta.
RedpimlS: Eligible applicants &0 the programa are local units of governmemand the private 'Walk

managemem indu8tl)'.
Eligibility criteria: Submittal of funding application satisfying program roles.

F«lOn used 10 determine amounl ofaid 10 redpinal: Program roles eubliahed lUI required by M.S.
IISA.53 eltabliah factors used to determine the amount of aid. Thole rolelll permit a maximum gran1
of $50,000 pel' application.

1994-95 Biennial Budget

BUDGET ACTIVITY:
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

SC'ORElBlock Grant Funding to Counties
Local Government Assistance
Office of Waste Management

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:
State law establishes ambitious waste reduction and recycling goals and requirements for countiea.
To help them meet thOle goals and requiremema, the ute provide. each county with SCORElblock
grant funding to assist the county in the development and ongoing management of improved IOlid
waste reduction, recycling, and problem material. management prograKm. During F.Y. 1992 and
1993 SI4,008,OOOwal appropriated annually for pau-through funding to counties.
EFFICIENCY\EFfECTIVENES.5

MEASURES:

F.Y. 1991

F.Y. 1992

F.Y.I993

F.Y. 1994

F.Y. 1995

33

35

38

40

42

86

81

81

81

81

600
490
225

100 •
600
260

180620
215

820
635
290

850
650
300

29

50

81

81

87

Percentage of waste recycled
utewide
No. of counties offering
opportunity to recycle
No. of recycling drop-off centers
No. of curbside collection programs
No. of curbside yard waste
collection programs
No. of counties with access to
permanent household hazardous
waste prograKm
REVENUE:
None

GRANTS:
County reduction and recycling program pass-through grant funding.
St4lUlQry Audwrlty: M.S. USA.551.

Purpose of granl: Provide financial assistance to counties to help them meet utewide reduction,
recycling, and problem materials program goals embliahed ~y the SCORE legislation of 1989.
Redpiems: All Minnesota countielll and the Wellllem Lab Superior Sanitary Dillllrict.
Eligibility criteria: Satisfaction ofcounty 80lid wute planning requiremew, eiltablishment of lpeCid
tracking mechanillmlll for fund expendiwre. compliance with requiremema regarding eligible uugea
of grant funding, and satisfaction of annual grant expenditure reporting requiremema and system
improvement reporting requb:emema.
FaclOrs used 10 determine amount oj aid 10 recipienl: Specific amount of money received by each
county ill mandated. Fundll allocated to counties on the basil of population; minimum $55,000
payment per county. Would need legislative authority to go below minimum of $55,000.

1994-95 Biennial Budget
BUDGET ACTIVITY:
PROGRAM:
AGENCY:

Technical Auiance
Local Government Auistance
Office of Waate Management

report. Other techniclIIII auiance outcomes reported by counties were: IWlid wallte facility
lIitedlbuilt (IS"); genenl information and ~onlinued p"nning (ll "); regional program
established (6"); Hved money (6 ~); and completed pnt application (4 "). Future survey. will
be conducted to further me'alUre IUcceu in thilll area.

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:
The Local Government Auiance Prognm providea aoUd walite management technical auiltllnce
&0 Minneaota counties, cities, indultry, private ciliuu, lIlnd other. &0 promoce the development of
ecooomically aound lIlnd environmewlly prolcctive lOUd waite management lIlyitema.
The pl'Olnm:
• Aida Greater Minneaota countiel in the development of county aolid waite management plans.
reviews those plans for consiitency with llltate aolid waite management planning requirements.
and ilStles certificatea of need for land dilllpOw capacity &0 counties whose piau meet llltate
pidelines.
• Provides technical assistance &0 countielll in aolid waite aUllnnce lIlctivitiel and overseelll loclll1
waite designation activities by Mmneaota counties.
• Provide. counties, citielll and othen with amllltance in meeting llltatewide waite reduction.
recycling and problem materials requirements.
• Encounges cooperative regioul aolid waate managementactivities between countielll and oversees
aolid walite district formation activitiel between Greater Minneaota countiea.
• Develops conferences, seminan, and workshops to educate aolid waste profeuionals, industry
representstivell. private citizens. and othen in aoRid waate management iUlles and practices.
• Develops newflletten, fact sheets. pidance manuals, research reports, financial analysis
documents, and other informational materials to assist clients in aound aolid waate decision
making, prognm development and implementation.

EffiCIENCY/EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES:
F.Y. i991
Counties nting technical
financial usistanee receive
&om OWM III good, very good.
or excellent (")
Number of county aolid waste
management piau approved

F.Y. 1992

r.Y. 1993

F.Y. 1994

NA

19

9S

95

6

31

16

16

r.Y. 1995

9S

16

Other outcome m.~
• An independent IUrvey of OWM technical4luistance clients walll recently completed. It indicated
that 95 ~ of rellpOndents had received ieChnicalauimnce through phone cOOlUltatiOM; 74 ~ had
received aSlistance through wortllhops and conferencelll; 61" had received auistance by lite
visits; and 49" had used unit referral services. The IUrvey indicated that the area of mod
valWlble technical auistance walll in the aoRid waate plan (55") followed by SCORE report
development (l9~), facility development (19">, financial analYlllis (11 ~>, regional program
development (6~), and market development (4~>. Twenty seven percent of relpOOOents
reported that the oulCome of the auistanee was III completed plan. Nineteen percent Hid the
oulCOme Wlillil a compolling feasibility pdy; 19" alao Hid an oolCome Willi iii completed SCORE

• In addition &0 approving county plans, the OWM approvel plan amendments. The 1989 SCORE
legislation required countiel to develop recycling amendments to their plaWl. About half of the
countiellllUbmitted those amendments 'UI part of the previously mentioned plans approved in 1990
through 1992. The OWM approved separate recycling plan amendments for the other 36
countielll during the period of 1990 through 1992, bringing the totsl number of approval actioM
for that period to 82.
• The OWM Overseelll designation activities for Greater Minneaota counties. To date, the OWM
hu approved designation plans and ordinances for 13 counties; 2 ontinances were approved in
F.Y. 1991 and 6 ordinancel were approved in F.Y. 1992. Recent legal challenges have calllt
uncertainty on the viability of aolid waste designation; 00 designation plan or ordinance IUbmiuai
is expected in the next 6 months. The OWM may receive designation ordinance amendment
submittal.

REVENUE: None
GRANTS: None

406-ac01.wat
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PROGRAM:

AGENCY:

Reaearch and Policy Development
Office of Waste Management

PROGRAM PURPOSE: The Research .nd Policy Development program exim to collect data,
cooduct needed reaearch, write repom, and make policy recommendationa regarding IOlid and
baurdoul waite me.nagement in Minneaota.
Thilll program contri~utelll directly to the Minnesota Milestones theme of -Our Surroundings. - Within
this theme, the program contributes directly to the attainment of 2 goals: 1) Minnesotans will respect
the natural world, and 2) We will improve the quality.ofthe air, water, and earth.

2. Hazardous and Induatrial Waite
Outcomel measured by the office for thil activity area have included: succeuful establiabment
of a hazardoutB waste management data management tBystem; and succeuful completion of a
statewide Hazardous Waste Management PI~n, a statewide hazardous waite Capacity Auurance
Plan [submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA», a utewide Induatrial
Waste Management Report, II biennial Hazardous Waite Management Program Evaluation
Report, and other repom .wgned to the office by the. Minnesota Legislature.

OBJECTIVES:
I. Solid Wute
11II

Under the fim goal, the office's solid Waite relllearcb and policy development activities contribute
directly to the attainment of the indicator: Solid waite DOt recycled (tona per person). [Note: The
office b.. recommended that this indicator be revised; the office believes that meallUrement of other
IOlid waite me.nagemem aUBpecta would more effectively measure progrea.]

The capability to accurately measure solid waite aeneration on a ltatewide , regional and
county baWl.
The capability to accurately measure the amoont of IOlid waite recovered on a BBtatewide,
regional and county.
.

Under the second goal, the office'i hazardOOI and induUiaI waite research and policy development
activities contribute directly to the attainment ofthe following indicatora: 1) Toxic chemicals released
or transferred, and 2) Quantity of hazardoulll waite generated and properly managed.
In addition, the office Uselll other indicaton to measure progress toward these Milestones goals.
These are de8lCribed under the -Outcomes- and -Objectivel- sectiona.

PROSPECTS:
1. Solid Waite Management Reaearch and Policy Development
11II

Minnesota generates approximately 4.2 million tons of solid wute each year. In order to plan
and meallUre progrea in BBtate and local effom to improve management of solid waite, and
develop repom required by the federal government and Minnesota Legillature, the office
muat increase illl effom in collecting data, planning for, and conducting policy analyld
regarding lOIid waite management. 83" of cuatomen receiving repom rated the repom al
good, very good Of'. excellent.

2. Hazardous and Induatrial Waite Management Relllearcb and Policy Development
11II

Improved management o( hazardoul and induatrial waite has been a top environmental
priority for the BBtate since 1980. Since then, the office haa developed efficient and effective
data management, planning, and policy analysis activities (or the mte. However, with the
eublishment of new pollution prevention effom that seet to redreu multi-media (air, water,
land) pollution, the office must expand illl existing reaearcb and policy analYlis activitiel to
.
meet pollution prevention goals.

OurCOMES:
I. Solid Wallte

Outcomes measured by the office for this activity area have included: successful establishment
of a solid waste management data management system; and successful development of a biennial
Solid Waste Policy Report, an annual report on statewide recycling programs (SCORE Report),
and other solid waste related reports assigned to the office by the Minnesota Legislature..

Continued improvement in the office's solid waite management data collection and
managementlylBtem, including:

The capability to accurately measure the amount of solid waite not recovered on a lltatewide,
regionalllnd county basil.
• Completion of more thorough repom containing policy recommendations received favorably
by solid waste management officials, the Governor'l Office, and the Minnesota Legislature.
2. HazardOUI and Industoo Waite .
Improvement in the office', baurdoua waite management data collection and information
Iyltem, including:
11II The capability to better meallUre the amount of hazardous waite properly managed in
Minnesota.
11II The capability to forecalli recoverable materiall on a mtewide , regional.nd county basil.
11II Improvement in the office', ability to collect data and accurately me&iW'e the lUDOUnt of
poUutanlJB emitted by Minnesota induatry per product unit.
• Continued approval of Minnesota'lII Capacity Aaurance Plan by the U.S. EPA.
11II Significant improvement in collection of data and measurement of propea in properly
.
managing indu.triat W4l1te in Minnesota.
11II

EFFICIENCy\EFFECTIVENESS

MEASURE

Based on an independent lurvey, 83" of customera receiving waste management repom rated the
repom as good, very good or excellent.
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MISSION STATEMENT:
The mission of the Minnesota Community College System is to provide high quality teaching and
learning in accessible, affordable and wpportive settings. Minnesota's community colleges are
committed to building the productivity of the state by recognizing the dignity and worth of each
individual and helping each student succeed to full potential. Our purpose is to provide the best
possible teaching to develop in studenta the critical reasoning skills necessary for success in a
changing, technology-based, multi-<:uhural world. In carrying out this mission, community colleges
will meet the unique educational needs of communities and the overall economic needs of the state.
This mission will provide:

mission statement notes, we serve our communities in a variety of ways, all of which are intended
to educate. In these ways, we are important agents for achieving the Milestones vision - a caring
and secure community, a healthy and attractive environment, a prosperous and educated people, and
a responsive and efficient public sector.
The Minnesota Community College System (MCCS) is also committed to the Milestones approach
of establishing a series of goals and indicators against which progress and performance can be
measured. The MCCS participated actively in the Quality Assessment initiative beginning in 1987.
From that effort evolved the Student Success Model, which introduced assessment testing, improved
counseling and advising, expanded and improved developmental educationprognlms, and expanded
research capacity. In recent years, the MCCS hu continued to increase its capabilities for collecting
and analyzing the appropriate data necessary to determine progress in achieving its mission, in
serving students, and in justifying the investment of public resources.
More recently, the Community College System has volunteered to serve as a pilot project under the
direction of the Commission on Reform and Efficiency (CORE). The purpose of the pilot is to:
llllltest the applicability of performance based budgeting in a higher education setting.
llllltest the availability of necessary data
llllltest the development of meaningful performance measures

11III

Comprehensive courses and programs, including general education, associate degree
programs in the liberal arts and lICiences that are transferable to 4-year colleges and
universities, and joint programs with technical colleges.

11III

Occupational preparation, enabling students to acquire skills and knowledge leading to
employment or transfer to 4-year colleges and universities.

This pilot project is currently underway and producing quality indicators that go considerably beyond
those included in Milestones.

11III

Developmental education, enhancing students' skills in reading, writing and mathematics
to improve their succelli in college programs.

11III

Continuing education, providing credit and non-<:redit classes and workshops for
professional advancement, retraining and upgrading of skillll addressing present and
emerging needs of employees and employers.

To date, over 20 indicators have been identified 8S potential measures of performance. Full
implementation of this performance measurement system is expected to take 2 to 4 years. This pilot
project is discussed in more detail under Outcomes in the Instruction Program section, and a more
detailed summary of the CORE pilot project is available in sa final report and backup materials.

CLIMATE:

11III

Community services, providing cultural forums and lifelong learning opportunities for all
citizens.

Several critical factors are interrelating to Ihape the public policy issues facing the Community
Colleges and higher education in Minnesota.

11III

Student support services, including counseling, advising, financial aid, assessment ofbaaic
skills and child care, and a range of student life programs that serve the diverse makeup of
student bodies.

Participation in Higher Education
Minnesota has the highest high IIChool graduation rate and nearly the highest participation rate in
post-secondary education in the country. The increase in post-secondary participation has been
gradually occurring for the past decade. But public policy, particularly public financing of postsecondary education, has not fully addressed this phenomenon.

To carry out this mission, the Community College System has adopted "A Plan to Serve," which
focuses our efforts on 3 major thrusts:
The first is to insure that constituencies and customers understand this mission and the services
available from community colleges. The second is to provide the highest possible level of quality
in all aspects of community college operstions. The.third is an emphasis on developing cooperative
partnerships to more effectively leverage limited resources and to maximize services and options for
students.

MINNESOTA MILESTONES:
The Minnesota Community College System is committed to the purposes and goals of Minnesota
Milestones and, specifically, the goals, "Minnesotans will have the advanced education and training
to make the state a leader in the global economy, " and "Minnesotans will excel in basic academic
skills. " As our name states, our colleges are designed to serve their communities. And as our

Minnesota is a geographically large state with roughly half the population concentrated in the 7county metro area and the other half dispersed widely throughout the remaining 80 counties. This
geographic and demographic pattern creates unique challenges for providing accesll to quality postsecondary education. The 7 large community colleges in the metro area and Rochester operate much
more cost effectively than their smaller Greater Minnesota counterparts which do not benefit from
the same economies of lICale. Nevertheless, if reasonable access is to be provided, especially for
place-bound adults, it will be necessary to maintain smaller operations in key locations throughout
the state. Even at somewhat higher cost levels, the smaller colleges continue to operate at levels
considerably more efficient than those in other sectors.
Minnesotans have been very willing to support higher education.
Minnesota ranked 8th in the nation in taxpayer support per capita.

In 1989-90, the people of
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But the higher proportion of the state's population participating in post-secondary education
(approximately 4th in the nation) requires that these dollars be spread over a very large number of
students. As a result, state support per student in Minnesota mnks 17th nationally and is just above
the national avemge, based on the most appropriate llOurce of compamtive data on state support for
post-secondary education (State Profiles: Financing Public Higher Education 1978 to 1991, Research
Associates of Washington, September 1991).
Increased Participation Equals Diversity
Increasing participation in higher education in Minnesota come from 2 groups. First there has been
a significant increase in the percentage of high school gmduates going on to college, off-setting the
impact of the declining number of total recent high school gmduates. That trend is now reversing
as the number of gmduates again begins to increase. In addition, community colleges in particular,
have had a great increase in the participation of non-traditional students, principally older students
and women.
The pmctical impact of this change in participation, in addition to the increase in sheer numbers, is
the increasing diversity these new students represent. This diversity requires support services to
provide these students, many of whom did not anticipate or adequately prepare for their participation
in post-secondary education, with a quality education. They often require additional assessment,
counseling and advising, developmental/remedialassistance, study skills help, financial aid guidance
and assistance, peer support, and child care.
In addition to the diversity represented by non-tmditional and less well prepared students, the
Community College System is also committed to affirmative action throughout its opemtions. The
System has for many years placed a iltrong emphasis on multi-eultuml issues. In 1990, a 5 year
cultuml-diversity initiative began, aimed at increasing minority student enrollment and faculty and
staff hiring, improving minority student retention, diversifying the curriculum, and improving the
climate 0 campuses to make them more accepting and hospitable environments. Again, these
diversity initiatives have serious resource implications.
The Changing Work Force
A major reaSOn for the increasing participation in higher education is the realization by Minnesotans
that the world of work is changing. Individuals and businesses are recognizing that post-secondary
education and continuing, life-long education are critical for both personal success and also to build
and maintain an effective work force.
Current demogmphic trends, in particular the aging of the baby boom generation, will have an
important impact on the state's work force in the future. According to various economic reports,
the mte of growth in the labor force is expected to slow down significantly over the next seveml
years. In addition, the work force is aging. The proportion of young, inexperienced workers is
shrinking while the proportion of older workers is growing. As the nature of work changes because
of technology, product innovations, and foreign and domestic competition, there will be a greater
emphasis on retraining an existing work force. Minnesota will need this pool of workers, operating
at their highest potential, if it is going to compete in this new economic environment.

Focus Efforts in the 4 Year Universities
The social and economic changes facing Minnesota in turn are impacting the missions and
organization of the higher education enterprise.
The University of Minnesota is continuing to implement its strategic plan, "Access to Excellence, "
to focus its mission and devote more resources to improving the quality of its programs. This plan
entails reducing undergraduate enrollments, increasing preparation standards, shifting some
enrollments from lower to upper division, and increasing the share of resources to upper division
and graduate programs. In the process, the Community Colleges are expected to prepare more
lower division students with a solid foundation for transfer to upper division work at the University.
More recently, the State University System has unveiled its plan, "Q7,· which includes some similar
goals-increasing prepamtion standards, limiting enrollment to the level of state funding, and
redirecting resources to ensure quality. Again, a shift in undergraduate emphasis to upper division
programs is based on the premise that Community Colleges will serve the lower division needs of
many Minnesota students.
The success of both"Access to Excellence" and "Q7" are dependent on a quality Community
College System.
This new relationship raises critical policy issues:
II1II
Will state funding be available to maintain an open admissions policy for Community Colleges
to insure access for all qualified Minnesotans?
II1II
Will there be sufficient progmm opportunities available at the upper division level to
accommodate Community College students who are ready to tmnsfer?
II1II
Should the stale adopt an explicit policy with clear incentives to direct more students to
community colleges for their lower division course work?
Enrollment Growth and Lagging Funding
A dominant factor affecting Minnesota's Community College's remains record high enrollments
during a period when significant enrollment decline was predicted across higher education.
Enrollments (FYE) have increased 459(, since 1984 in the Community Colleges.
The state's post-secondary education funding methodology since 1983 hi'll! been based on the
assumption of enrollment decline. Funding is provided based on enrollments from 2 yean earlier.
The record-breaking enrollment growth in the Community Colleges was not recognized in the
fonnula until marginal funding wu provided in the 1988 legislature for enrollment in the ITIOSt recent
2 years. The funding base was further eroded in 1992 when funding for Post-secondary Education
Options students and many off-eampus students was reduced from avemge cost to marginal cost.
In spite of that adjustment, funding has continued to lag behind enrollment. From 1984 through
1991, the Community Colleges have educated over 20,000 full year equivalent students with no or
only partial state appropriation. The fact that funding has not kept pace with the combined effects
of increasing participation, growing enrollments and student diversity has made management and
innovation in the Community Colleges a significant challenge.
Internsl Reallocation
In recent years, the system budget has been seriously constrained by several factors:
II1II

II1II

Collective bargaining salary settlements that have consistently exceeded inflation
allowances.
Two,year lagged funding during a period of dmmatic growth.
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II

II
II
II

II

Increasing student diversity (non-traditional, part-time, minority, under-prepared) requiring
additional services.
.
Numerous costly but unfunded lltate and federal mandates.
The requirement to contribute one-third of the collt of debt service.
Reductions in funding for nrioull IltUdent categories, such as post-secondary options, offcampus and oon-resident/non-reciprocity students.
Unstable funding patterns in which appropriations are made, then cut back after budget
allocation decisions have been made.

As a result of these unfunded cost areas, the system hilS been forced to make numerous internal
reallocation and/or de-allocation decisions. Capital maintenance where feasible has been deferred.
Spending on dilDCretionary items such as equipment, library acquisitions and supplies has been
curtailed .. Clau sizes have grown. Less course sections have been offered. Student support
services have not kept pace. Adminilltration has become smaller.
However, in spite of these cutbacb, the system also internally reallocated funds to accomplish
higher priority goals. These have included:
II
II
II
II

the
the
the
the

Cultural Diversity Initiative
Student Success Model
rellmcturing and upgrading of the information system
implementation of Alternative Delivery Systems, luch as 2 very interactive courses

Merger
The 1991 Legislature mandated the merger of the CommJnity College, Technical College, and State
University Systems on 7-1-95. The specific implications bfthis mandate remain unclear at this time.
The extent of changes to the organiz.ation and operation of the 3 systems will depend on decisions
yet to be made. NevertheleslID, the MCCS is committed to participating fully and cooperatively to
a8sist the Higher Education Board in planning for a merger that will provide for the pollt-secondary
needs of the people of Minne~.
The merger will require eJdensive effort on the part of system and college staff during the upcoming
biennium. To partly offset the resource impact of these responsibilities, it will be necessary to limit
new mandates and to review existing mandates to determine if some lesser priority duties can be
reduced or eliminated.

AGENCY BUDGET PLAN:
develooed according to the statutory funding guidelines and the
cooperation with the other public post-secondary systems

On the contrary, in the period from 1984 to 1991, Community College head count enrollments have
increased 51 %, and full year equivalent enrollments increased 45 %. The result has been a chronic
lag in per student appropriations and a serious threat to the quality of the instruction and services
offered to students.
To partially make up for this lag, it has been necessary to increase tuition rates beyond the rate of
inflation and beyond the 33 % assumption in the average collt funding policy. AI a result, tuition
now accounts for nearly 40% of the cost of instruction for community college students.
In spite of this increasing contribution by students, the dollars available per community college
student have dropped significantly. In inflation adju8ted dollarll, the amount available per student
has dropped from $4,132 in 1985 to $3,756 in 1992-93, signalling a serious threat to educational
quality.
Inflation Impact
In earlier years, budget practices recognized the impact of inflationary increases on operating costs.
After the average cost per student was determined, an inflation factor W8ll applied to provide the
resources necessary for cost-of-living changes on salaries, equipment, library acquisitions, utilities,
etc.
The current budget guidelines do not include provision for an inflation increase. In preparing the
base funding request, no inflation factor has been applied. However, if the Department of Finance
guideline of 3.5 % per year is applied to the base funding request, it would generate an appropriation
of $16 million. Accommodating Ii reasonsble inflation increase through internal reallocation is not
possible without dralltically reducing or eliminating basic educational services.
Successive record enrollment increases over the past decade coupled with a funding fonnula that fails
to keep pace with actual enrollment has already forced the SyBtem to reallocate internally to a severe
degree. Employee bargaining units will expect reasonable collt-of-living increases, and to ignore this
inevitable collt il highly unrealistic.
The higher education systems have aU experienced the pressures of providing compensation increases
to employees when no funding wall appropriated in the current biennium. Community College
system
IU!! a result of collective bargaining agreements with the state of Minne~,
received
benefit increases in the current 2 year period costing SII.l million.
For these reasons, a request is made that a reasonable inflation factor be applied to both personnel
and non-personnel costs within the base funding appropriation or that limits be placed on the
collective bargaining process to prevent salary and benefit decisions from exceeding Ilvailable
resourcell.
New Funding Request
In light of the state's revenue shortfall, the Community College System is significantly limiting it's
request for new dollarll in the next biennium. There are, however, a number of serious funding
issues which will be difficult to address without new resources. This request limits itself to 2
significant instructional areas, developmental education and library resources.
In addition, there are numeroull
education
All
2 areas:
learning,

Base Funding
The Co,nunu""J
funding mC;Ul(XlK;"'VJ~J

"2 year lag" policy was designed to acconunodate anticipated enrollment decline, a phenomenon
which has not occurred in the Conununity College System.

request is calculated according to the average cost
on the enrollment level of 2 years earlier. This
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PROGRAM PURPOSE:
The primary purpo!le of this program is to otTer quality instruction at the lower division (freshman
and oophomore) level which is geographically and fin.llocially accessible to state residents who are
high llChool graduates (holden of diplomall or equivalency certificates), responsive to the
education.lll needlll of students and the state, and conducive to students gaining andlor maintaining
employment opportunities, as well lUI opportunities for education.lll advancement beyond the lower
division level.
Funding for this program includes the direct costs related to instruction, as well as applicable
indirect costs. Indirect costs include such areas as academic support (e.g., libraries), student support
(e.g., coun!leling), institution.lll support (e.g., general administration) and physical plant (e.g.,
mainten.llnce).
The legislative intent relative to tuition is calculated as a portion of irultruction.lll costs. This program
accounts for approximately 90 % of the Community College System operating budget.
PROSPECfS
Maintaining Access With Ouality
Minnesota's Community Colleges have always been open-door institutiorul, providing access to
higher education for people across Minnesota. Minnesotarul have taken advantage of this opportunity
in record numbers over the past decade. But state funding has not kept pace, straining the ability
to iDlmre quality across all aspects of community college operations and access across a reason.llble
geographic spectrum.

programmatic and cost implications of this transition are not yet known and will depend on various
decisions still to be made. The potential for some costs and for some savings exists. Regardless,
the transition to a merged system will require considerable involvement by system staff.
Enrollment Trends
As the pool of high school graduates again begins to grow and Ill! technology and economic changes
continue to require lifelong knowledge and skill updating, there is no reason to expect community
college enrollment to decrease. To the contrary, continuing growth is likely, although it will
probably not be at the dramatic ratell of the pallt decade.
The chart below displays the full ye.r equivalent (FYE) enrollment growth for the lallt several years
and notes the number of FYE student!! which generated full funding lUI oppolled to those generating
partial or no state funding. As the chart reveals, a significant percent of the enrollment each year
has been under funded. In total for the 6 ye.r period, over 23,000 FYE students were educated with
less than full funding.

Fiscal
Year

Actual
FYE

% InCre3!le
From
Prev. Ye.r

Fully
Funded
FYE

Partial Or
Unfunded
FYE

% Not
Fully
Funded

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

25,495
27,592
30,350
32,860
33,938
33,614

5.2%
8.2%
10.0%
8.3%
3.3%
-1.0%

23,265
24,237
25,337
27,592
30,199
29,338

2,230
3,511
5,013
4,634
3,739
4,276

8.8%
12.7%
16.5%
14.1 %
11.0%
12.7%

Dollars per Student

The University of Minnesota and the State University System have both embarked on etTorts to focus
their missiorul and to redirect spending. If the Community Colleges are to continue to assist in these
initiatives by accepting more lower division students, funding must recognize enrollment growth.
Indeed, given the relatively lower per student cost of community colleges, serious consideration
should be given to a state policy to shift more lower division enrollment to community colleges.

As community college enrollments have grown, state appropriatiorul have cle.rly not kept pace. The
result is that the dollars available per IltUdent have been dropping ste.dily. From F.Y. 1985 until
F.Y. 1993, the inflation adjusted dollars per IltUdent have declined from $4,132 to $3,756 in the
Community College System. This drop hilS occurred despite significant tuition increa!lel!l that
consistently exceeded inflation rate.. This is an extremely disturbing trend which hall !leriOUI
ramificatiorul relative to the quality of education that can be provided into the future.

Building a Strong Work Force

Tuition Trends

If the Minnesota economy is to grow and meet the challenges of international competition, we must
continue to build a strong work force. Community Colleges provide the major gateway to the
various options for higher education across the state. Students desiring a 4 year program in a public
or private institution can receive lower division course work with increasingly improved credit
transfer procedures. Occupational programs that are designed in a ·career ladder· mode allow
students to prepare for direct entry into the work force and still maintain options for transfer into
the next level of post-secondary programs. The availability of general education courses to
complement occupational studies allow students to develop the critical thinking, communication, and
computation skills needed in today's work force. Community colleges are an important economic
development tool for the state and should be recognized as an investment in the state's economy.

To make up for the inability of state funding to keep pace with enrollment growth, inflationary
pressures and quality demands, students have been required to provide an increasing share of the
cost of their instruction. While state policy implies that students will pay 33 % of the cost of
instruction, community college student have been exceeding that standard for years and now pay
ne.rly 40%. These increases have made Minnesota's tuition rate one of the highest in the nation
for many years. This trend raises important questiorul about the impact of high student costa on
access Ilnd affordability.

The Transition to a Merged System
Current law will result in the merger of the Community College, Technical College and State
University Systems under a single new governing board in 1995. The specific structural,

OUTCOMES
As noted previously, the Community College System hilS volunteered to !lecve as a pilot project in
performance balled budgeting in cooperation with the Commission on Reform and Efficiency
(CORE). This pilot project is resulting in the refinement of a series of over 20 potential
performance indicators. It must be streslled that this is a developmental process. Full implementation is expectled to take 2 to 4 years. The length of time required for complete development depends
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in part on the availability of sufficient resources to carry out the extellllive research, computerization,
and data gathering that this approach requires. The complexity of the task i. also explained in more
detail below.
It is relatively simple to demolllltnate the per-otudent colt efficiency of Minnesota's Community
colleges relative to other illlltitutiollll in Minnesota or in the other 49 states. It is much more difficult
to quantitatively measure succels based on student outcomes. As open access institutions serving
an extremely divene student body with a wide range of both goals and abilities, community colleges
across the country find it difficult to quantify the lIucceSlleS of their students. No single standardgraduation rate, trallllfers to 4 year universities, job placement-adequately measures the "value
added" by a community college education.
In spite of the complexities, as well lUI limited resourcel, the Community College System has
continued to work in the current biennium to improve its ability to measure student outcomes and
to provide clearer evidence of the quality of the Community College enterprise in Minnesota.
What has become clear is that perfonJUlnce must be measured first and foremost in the context of
the goals of individual students. The beat available evidence mows that roughly half of Minnesota
Community College students enroll with the intentio. of completing Ii 2 year degree program and
transferring to a 4 year institution. But many of theN students for a variety of personal reasons will
make the decision to trallllfer before they have completed the entire a880Ciate degree program. Thus
failure to graduate is not nece8118rily a negative outcome. To the contrary, for an individual who
enters a community college with self doubts about his or her abilities to handle collegiate studies,
an early trallllfer may signal increased confidence, a very positive outcome.
In addition to students intending to tranlfer, another approximately 25 % attend a community college
seeking II 2 year program that prepares them to go immediately to work in such areas as nursing and
allied health fields, nrious bUliness positions, data processing, or law enforcement.
The remaining one-quarter of Community College students have a variety of divene, individual
educational objectives. Many are simply taking a coune or a few counes to improve their
opportunities for career advancement or to prepare for a career change. Some of these students
already hold baccalaureate degrees but wim to strengthen themselvell in a particular area. And many
people, often non-traditional age students, did not consider themselves college-bound earlier in their
lives but now believe a college education is important to their personal and economic well being.
They come to community colleges to "try their hand" at post-secondary education.
For each of these groups, the measure of succeSIl is different. Students intending to transfer to a 4year institution can be evaluated on whether or not they successfully completed their associate degree
program, on the successful trallllfer of their community college credits, on their comparative grade
point average at the 4-year inatitution, and on their luccessful completion of a baccalaureate degree
program over a reallOnable period of time. Tracking these outcomes often requires considerable
cooperation with the 4-year institutiollll.
If students come with the goal of entering the work force upon completion of an associate degree,
the outcome measures are different. The success rate for nursing programs, for example, can be
judged on the basis of those students who pass the nationallicellllure examination, the job placement
record of nursing graduates, and the satisfaction of both graduates and their employers with the
education provided.

For the remaining quarter of the students who do not fit neatly into the 2 categories above, the
measurement of success is much more difficult and will continue to be difficult. Their goals are
divene and often changing as they progress through their courses. Thus they present a major
challenge for measuring the extent to which they achieved their educatiolllli plans.
A key element in the Community College System's effort to improve its ability to measure student
outcomes is the Student Success Model. Through the msndatory assessment of basic skills for
incoming students, the educational goals of individual students can be identified and baseline
academic skill levels detennined. And through the student outcomes tracking, research and followup activities, the various appropriate measures of succesll can be monitored, relative to lltudent
objectivell.
The highly individualized nature ofthis outcomes measurement process makes it complex and costly.
Funding to date for this effort is largely the result of internal reallocations in recent yean.
Given this background, the following lists a number of the categories in which specific performance
indicators are under development: enrollment demographics, student performance on assessment test,
retention rates, graduation rates, GPAs of transfer students, placement of occupational program
graduates, scores on occupational licensing exams, performance in college level counes following
developmental courses, student satisfaction, ratios of students to wOrbtatiOIlll, and percent of
workstations that meet current technology standards.
It must be noted that these indicators are most useful for internal administrative and mansgement
decisionrnaking, 811 opposed to general appropriations purposes. AI 110, indicators should not be
viewed in illOlation, but must be considered in the context of overall budgetary, human resource,
enrollment and demographic, and other policy factors.
Instructional Funding Matrixes
Based on a F.Y. 1991 cost study actual direct illlltrUctional costs were detennined for each of the
community college's 26 categories. Indirect costs were allocated to each program, resulting in fully
allocated program costs. The number of lltudent credit hoon earned in each program, divided by
45, resulted in the number of FYE lltudents in each program. In order to estsblish high, medium
and low cost programs or "cells, " the fully allocated program costs were divided by the FYE in each
program, resulting in an average program cost per FYE. The 8 highest cost programs became the
"high cost cell," the next 9 highest colt became the "medium cost cell," and the remaining 9
programs became the "low cost cell." Each of these. celli contain the total FYE of the 8 or 9
programs, the total of the fully allocated costa of the 9 prognams, and an average cost per FYE (the
cell value).
The 1991 legislation provided marginal funding for Post Secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO)
students and for certain categories of off-campus enrollments. Data was collected to identify the
programs containing these enrollments, and they were subtncted from the cost study by program.
The costs per FYE were alllO subtracted and placed into separate matrixes. The 1991 legislation did
not provide state funds for non-resident, non reciprocity students. The FYE and costs were
subtracted from the cost study on a proportionate buis. The remaining enrollment and costs
represent the fully-funded students. Each of the 3 matrixes (fully-funded, PSEO, and off-campus)
were adjusted to the 1993 legislative intent, following average cost funding methodology and
instructions from the Department of Finance. The results of this process are the FY93 average costs
displayed in the following three matrixes:
212-prtH.kap
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Community Servicell programlll are expected to continue lilt the present level. Fees for non-credit
offeringl may need to increase if they are to continue.
Two of the three financial aid progral1lll, work study and SEOG, have had the state matching
increase recently or are aeeing it happen now. The work study matching contribution increased
from 20 to 30 percent in FY91. The SEOO match went from 0 to 10 percent in FY91 and increalell
to 15 percent in FY92. Without new dollara, the only way to accommodate the increased I1llItching
com i. to reduce the number of studenta served.

ACTIVITY DESCRIYfION:

PROGRAM PURPOSE:
Under the IIlvenge cost funding methodology, the Non-Imtroction Program generally includea
activitiea not directly related to credit-granting instruction. Community servicea, intercollegiate
athletics, firumcillliaids, and other miscellaneous receipts are the general categoriea included lUI noninstructional. The common element in these activitiea is that, under the methodology, spe~ding
authority for lhese areas is not used to determine 811sumptions about tuition revenuea.

Intercollegiate Athletics prograffi.llare undergoing some changes u • reault of II major System review
of campus student life programa and funding. New System policies on Student Life programs
emphlllllize achieving a balance in student activities between academic and non-academic, those aimed
at traditional lUi wellu non-traditionailltudenu, and those serving men lIS wellu women.
PROGRAM PLAN

The varioul activities in this program are described briefly

lUI

follows:
Maintain current levels.

Community Services: To provide quality non-credit instructional and cultural and extra-curricular
opportunitiel. and services to lhe citizens of Minnellota that are geognphicaUy aoo financially
accessible, responsive to state and/or local needs, serve the continuing education requirements of
various professional group., and foster community use of lhe facilitiea of the System's colleges.
Financial Aids: To provide needy students wilh lhe financial assistance neceasary to attend college
through 3 specific programs: college work-study, national direct student loans (Perkins Loans), lind
supplemental educational opportunity grants (SEOG). This activity provides the state matching
dollars required to receive the federal funds.
Intercollegiate Athletics: To provide a program of intercollegiate athletics which contributes to the
educational experience of men and women in the following areas: basketball, football. wrestling,
softball, golf, lennis, hockey, volleyball and track. This activity providell only the staffing portion
of the athletics progr.mll. All other Costll are covered by student feea.
Other Miscellaneous: This "catch-all" includell "flow-through" receipts. "Flow-through" receipts
include application and late fUll paid by students an~ numeroull other minor categoriea of rec~ipts.
The fees "flow-through" because,if not collected, the corresponding expenditure i. not made. No
lItate appropriation is involved.
It lIhould be noted that the calculation of indirect costs in the first three areas is done on a simple
Ilnd arbitrary formula basis and may not represent actual com for tho~ programll.

PROSPECTS
No significant change is anticipated in this program.
OUTCOMES AND OBJECTIVES FOR 94-95
Thill program contains several disparate activities assigned to it in the initial development of the
average cost funding methodology.

REVENUE:
This program generates dedicllted revenue.
Dollars in Thousands
F.Y. 1991
Type of Revenue:
Non-dedicated - Gen'l
Dedicllted - Special
Dedicated - Federal

12,802

F.Y.I992

11,554

F.Y.1993

F.Y.I994

11,856

11,856

F.Y. 1995

11.856
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Transportation, Department of

PROGRAM PURPOSE:
The state road construction program mission is to manage investments that preserve and improve
the 12,100 mile state trunk highway (fH) system through 5 budget activities:

State Road Construction
Road and Bridge Construction: Contract expenditures to preserve and improve state highways.
Right of Way Acquisition: Payments for property necessary for state highway construction.
Safety Improvements: Contract expenditures for roadway safety and signal improvements.
Construction Related Expenses: Payments for the relocation of public utilities and cooperative work
with local governments and railroad companies.

PROSPECTS:

State Trunk Highway Fund
State road construction needs identified by the Transportation Study Board ($1.1 billion/year) greatly
exceed trunk highway fund revenue estimates. Operating costs of the state trunk highway system
are gradually increasing while revenues from user fees remain constant. A modest increase in agency
operating costs, a reduced estimate of available federal funds and an emphasis on state road
operations results in a state road construction program reduction of $81.4 million each year from
the F.Y. 1993 appropriation level.
Given a funding scenario of no state transportation funding increase· ip the next biennium and
through the end of the decade, the state's transportation system would deteriorate at a rate
significantly faster than the state would be able to repair and rebuild.
For the F. Y. 1994-95 biennium, $65 million per year in state highway construction projects would
be deferred. The rebuilding cycle for state highways would increase from the current 105 years to
approximately 125 years. While the effectiveness indicators would not drop over 1994-95 in all
cases, they would go down in the long-term. In fact, reductions in the next biennium would make
large increases in state road construction investments necessary in future bienniums. Thus, spending
"cuts" are actually spending "delays." The potential would exist for increased road weight
restrictions and other system constraints.

Rail Crossing Safety: Payments for rail crossing improvements and signals on any public highway.

Highway Debt Service
Repayment of trunk highway debt, which includes principal and interest on state bonds, principal
on loans and advances from other government entities, and service fees.
Highway Program Administration
Payment of salaries and associated expenses for highway and regional planning, program
development, and bicycle planning and coordination. This includes grants to Regional Development
Commissions (ROC) and Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) for transportation planning.
Transportation Data Analysis
Payment of salaries and associated expenses for transportation data collection and analysis for use
in making informed transportation decisions.
Research and Strategic Initiatives
Payment of salaries and associated expenses for management of transportation research, new
initiatives, and long-range, strategic initiatives.
The state road construction program contributes to the following Minnesota Milestones goals:
"Rural areas, small cities, and urban neighbomoods throughout the state will be economically viable
places for people to live and work"; "Our communities will be safe, friendly, and caring";
"Government in Minnesota will be more cost-efficient, and services will be designed to meet the
needs of the people who use them"; and "We will improve the quality of the air, water, and
earth. "

Federal Aid for Highways, Bridges, and Transportation
The federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 restructured the
federal transportation program and established funding targets for 6 years, through F.Y. 1997.
The restructuring allows more flexibility for state and local transportation investments. Project
eligibility is also broadened to include transit capital, enhancements, and operational improvements,
in addition to traditional highway capital and preservation projects. Annual appropriation from
Congress, however, may not reach the authorized transportation funding targets.
Planning
Transportation planning is emphasized by state statute (M.S. 174.03) and federal law (ISTEA).
Statewide, intermodal, strategic, business, regional and metropolitan planning are necessary to
provide an analytical basis to operate, manage, and invest in the state's transportation systems.
ISTEA creates an opportunity to develop a new process for identification of transportation needs and
calls for more active involvement of stakeholders than in the past.

OUTCOMES AND OB JECTIVES:
The state road construction program helps to achieve these Minnesota Milestones goals through the
following outcomes and objectives:

1.
Outcome: Fiscal Stewardship-A state highway system that utilizes and extends the value of
transportation investments.
Objective: Manage service level to ensure efficient public benefit.

1994-95 Biennial Bu4get

Objective: Maintain the state's low accident rate.

PROGRAM:
State Road Construction
AGENCY:
Transportation, Department of
(Continuation)

Effectiveness Indicators
Percent of wholesale and retail
sales in significant centers
served by market artery routes
11III
Percent of 5-axle truck
travel on market artery routes
11III
Percent of highway system with
good or excellent sufficiency rating
11III

F.Y. 1992
87

3. Outcome: Safety-A safe highway system for all users.

Effectiveness Indicators

F.Y. 1993

F.Y. 1994

87

F.Y. 1995

87

87

74

74

75

75

70

70

69

69

Objective: Maintain state highways to meet as many federal and state

d~sign

F.Y.1992

F.Y. 1993

Total accident rates per million
vehicle miles
11III State roadways
11III State aided roadways
11III Other roadways

1.7
3.7
4.2

1.7
3.7
3.9

Fatal accident rates per 100
million vehicle miles
11III State roadways
11III State aided roadways
11III Other roadways

1.0
1.7
1.4

1.0
1.7
1.3

F.Y. 1994

I

F.Y. 1995

1.6

1.7
3.7
3.7

3.6
3.7

0.9
1.6
1.3

0.9
1.6
1.3

standards as possible.
Objective: Improve work zone safety.

Effectiveness Indicators

F.Y. 1992

F.Y. 1993

F.Y. 1994

F.Y. 1995
Effectiveness Indicators

Percent of trunk highways
meeting minimum lane width
standards
11III
Percent of trunk highway
miles meeting minimum shoulder
width standards
11III
Percent of trunk highway
bridges sufficient in load capacity,
vertical and horizontal clearance
11III

91.6

91.8

91.8

F.Y. 1992

F.Y. 1993

F.Y.1994

F.Y. 1995

91.8

81

80

80

79

97

97

96

96

11III Number of motor vehicle
accidents occurring in trunk
highway work zones

1,600

1,696

1,798

1,906

4. Outcome: Economic Development-A preserved or improved standard of living for Minnesota
citizens through reliable and predictable transportation systems and services and a reduced total cost
of transportation.
Objective: Reduce travel time for travelers

2.

Outcome: Accessibility - Provide a broad based system of state aided highways.
Effectiveness Indicators

F.Y.1992

F.Y. 1993

F.Y.1994

,E.Y. 1995

Objective: Provide state aided public highway accessibility to all areas of the state.
Effectiveness Indicators
11III
Percent of population within
10 minutes or 5 miles of state
aided public highways
11III
Percent of state area within 10
minutes or 5 miles of stale
aided public highways
11III
Percent of state area within 2
miles of a paved road.

F.Y. 1992

F.Y. 1993

F.Y. 1994

F.Y. 1995

99

99

99

99

95

95

95

95·

96

96

96

96

11III Miles of major or severe
congestion on Twin Cities
freeways
11III Percent of major or ~vere
congestion on Twin Cities freeways
11III Percent of drivers satisfied
with travel times
11III Investment life cycle of the
road-given the current level
of investment, when roads will
be rebuilt (in years)

117

120.5

124.1

127.8

33

34

35

36

89

89

88

87

105

105

125

125

Objective: Reduce barriers, such as weight restriction, bottlenecks, and system disruption.
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Objective: Encourage activities that support energy conservation.
Effectiveness Indicators

F.Y.1992

F.Y. 1993

F.Y.1994

F.Y. 1995

Material containing recycled
bituminous used in TH road
construction
11II Tons
11II Percent

875,000
18

950,000
20

1,050,000
22

1,125,000
25

Material containing recycled
concrete used in TH road
construction
11II Tons
11II Percent

290,000
20

300,000
23

310,000
27

320,000
30

6,096

6,176

6,256

6,336

AGENCY:

Effectiveness Indicators
III Average duration ofincidents
on Twin Cities freeways monitored
by closed-eircuit television (minutes)

F.Y.1992

F.Y.1993
39.9

38

F.Y.1994

F.Y.1995

41.9

44

Objective: Provide transportation to meet mobility needs.
Effectiveness Indicators

F.Y.1992
peoplel
vehicles

III Usage rates of high occupancy
vehicle (HOV) lanes on Interstate 394:
2300/820
HOV lane
Regular lanes (2)
4600/4300

F.Y.1993
peoplel
vehicles

3350/1100
4800/4300

F.Y.1994
peoplel
vehicles

4000/1300
4800/4400

F.Y.1995
peoplel
vehicles

4600/1600
4800/4400

5. Outcome: Environmental Stewardship-An environment that is preserved and enhanced through
proactive programs.

11II Miles of trunk highway rated
"good" or "excellent" for
bicycle travel

6.

Outcome: Trunk highway bond debt retired.

Objective: Limit future debt commitment against the TH fund to less than 25 percent of estimated
available capital funds.
Effectiveness Indicators
F.Y.1992

Objective: Avoid or mitigate highway-related impacts to air quality, water quality, wetlands, noisesensitive areas, and endangered species.
Effectiveness Indicators
III Number of areas not in
conformance with national
ambient air quality standards
11II Positive balance in state
wetlands bank (acres)

F.Y.1992
3

F.Y.1993
2

F.Y.1994

F.Y.1995

1

11II Percent of capital funds
available for additional debt
retirement up to 25 percent limit

478

487

"'1,130

Number and miles of
wildflower routes:
Routes
Miles
11II Scenic byways

F.Y.1993

F.Y.1994

F.Y. 1995

8.

8
336
nla

10
420
nla

12.7

12
504
nla

F.Y.1992

F.Y.1993

o

3

F.Y.1994

F.Y.1995

6

9

Outcome: Accurate information available for use in decision making and evaluation.

Objective: Satisfy needs for transportation information.
Effectiveness Indicators

11II

6
250
nla

6.5

Objective: Clearly link department resource decisions to specific measurable results.

11II Business plans with fully
developed measurement systems

Objectives: Encourage activities that preserve or enhance scenic, historical, recreational or
archeological resources along highway corridors.
F.Y.1992

3.1

Outcome: A long-range oriented (strategic) management culture.

Effectiveness Indicators
... The geographical characteristics of the of the Pamel Impoundment project make it very
inexpensive to create a large number of wetland acres for banking in 1995.

Effectiveness Indicators

14.3

F.Y.1995

0
7.

479

Dollars in Thousands
F.Y. 1993
F.Y. 1994

11II Percent of identified needs
incorporated in infonnation systems

F.Y.1992
nla

Dollars in Thousands
F.Y.1993
F.Y.1994
nla

50

F.Y. 1995
75
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nla

= data not available

PROGRAM PLAN:
State road construction program funding is divided among budget activities as follows:
Biennial Funding

State Road Construction
Highway Debt Service
Highway Pr~gram Administration
Transportation Data Analysis
Research & Strategic Initiatives

F.Y.1992

Dollars in Thousands
F.Y. 1993
F.Y. 1994

F.Y. 1995

$373,298
14,620
3,365
3,316
1,046

$385,200
48,292
3,106
3,764
7,575

$335,000
17,186
3,252
3,777
13,588

$335,000
14,380
3,252
3,777
13,588

Federal revenues have been reduced from original estimates, but may increase due to emerging
federal emphasis on infrastructure.
Debt service is reduced after payments of federal aid to Minneapolis for parking garages. Payments
to Bloomington for advancing highway construction continue in F.Y. 1994-95 in addition to other
scheduled bond payments.
Metropolitan Planning organizations in Greater Minnesota will share state grants (up to $180,000
per year) to supplement their budget for transportation planning and coordination. Nine Regional
Development Commissions will be eligible for transportation planning grants of $27,000 annually.
Bicycle program coordination is enhanced through $25 ,ooo/year trunk highway support.
The research and strategic initiatives budget activity will be provided with $62,000 more each year
for printing costs associated with more finished research and the distribution of conclusions.
Research and strategic initiatives will also obtain $500,000 more each year for increased staffing and
$500,000 more each year for the Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Systems (IVHS)/Guidestar program.
The recent federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (lSTEA) includes requirements
that call for increased levels of intermodal information. Meeting expanded information needs with
existing staff levels may require a reduction in traditional information products.
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